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Organic semiconductors have attracted considerable attention due to their appli-

cations in low-cost, solution-processable (opto)electronic devices. An important

class of high-performance organic semiconductors is pentacene derivatives, which

exhibit high charger carrier mobilities in field-effect transistors and ultrafast singlet

fission in photovoltaic devices. These derivatives have served as benchmark materi-

als for systematic studies of exciton and charge carrier dynamics, and they are the

focus of this thesis. Photo-induced degradation of organic semiconductors is one

of the bottlenecks preventing their wide-spread use in optoelectronic devices. As

such, it is important to understand the underlying processes and develop strategies

for their mitigation. For functionalized pentacene (Pn) two photodegradation pro-

cesses are known to dominate: endoperoxide formation (EPO), which occurs in the

presence of oxygen, and photodimerization, which occurs regardless of the presence

of oxygen. The rate of decay is dependent on the specific Pn derivative and the



local environment. This work explores the effects of environmental factors and spe-

cific molecular characteristics that affect the photostability and photodegradation

reversibility of functionalized fluorinated pentacene (Pn-R-F8) derivatives, where

R is a variable side group, and their non-fluorinated counterparts (Pn-R). Experi-

ments are done in solutions and in films, from the bulk level (typically utilized in

optoelectronic devices) to the single molecule level.

In solutions, degradation of Pn molecules (monitored via changes in optical

absorption under continuous illumination in air) and their partial recovery after

thermolysis were quantified for various derivatives depending on the solvent, Pn

concentration, side group (R), and fluorination. Fluorinated molecules (Pn-R-F8)

were more stable than their non-fluorinated counterparts (Pn-R) and larger side

groups (R) also protected the molecule from degradation. More concentrated solu-

tions were considerably more stable as compared to dilute solutions. The nature of

the solvent was also a factor; for example, molecules in chlorobenzene decay much

faster than those in benzene under the same illumination conditions. The freshly

made and photobleached solutions were analyzed using nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) to identify the types of products formed. NMR spectra enabled identifi-

cation of multiple products indicating that both EPO formation and dimerization

are occurring simultaneously.

In guest-host polymer films, where Pn molecules (guests) were dispersed at

various concentrations in a host polymer, the photo-degradation was measured

using photoluminescene spectroscopy (PL). In agreement with the experiments

from solution, the thin-films showed that polymer host had a significant impact



on photostability of Pn in films. For example, for the same concentration of Pn

molecules, the films with a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) host exhibited con-

siderably slower photodegradation as compared to those with the polyvinylidene

fluoride (PVDF) host. Furthermore, an improvement in photostability was ob-

served on the photodegradation and recovery rates when Pn is functionalized with

the side group TCHS, than when using the side group TIPS. The effects of temper-

ature of the samples were also measured using thin-film PL. Thermally activated

behavior for the photodegradation processes was observed, with faster decay at

higher temperatures as the added energy acted as a catalyst for the photo-decay

reactions. However, added energy did not increase the amount of PL recovery

in the samples until the temperature reached a high enough threshold, which in

this case is between 350-370 K. The last parameter tested was concentration of

Pn in films. At higher concentrations, the rate of photo-decay decreased, which

indicates that in aggregate, the molecules are more protected from the causes of

photo-degradation as compared to isolated molecules. The enhanced protection

is enabled by concentration-dependent changes in the excited state dynamics and

associated populations of reactive states.

In order to understand and isolate the photodegradation processes on the molec-

ular level, studies were performed on guest-host films with ultra-low concentrations

of the Pn guest molecules. The Pn molecules were imaged in a variety of polymer

matrices at 633 nm excitation at room temperature in air using wide-field fluores-

cence microscopy. Fluorescence time trajectories were collected and statistically

analyzed to quantify blinking due to reversible EPO formation depending on the



host matrix. This was also compared to single Pn donor (D) molecules that were

imaged in PMMA in the presence of acceptor (A) molecules at various concentra-

tions, which modified the local environment. Both changes to nanoenvironment

affected the fluorescence of the molecules. For example, the PMMA host promoted

the photostability of Pn molecules as compared to other polymer hosts studied,

whereas addition of acceptor molecules reduced the photostability of the Pn donor

molecules.

To understand the physical changes of the molecular system, a Monte Carlo

method was used to create a multi-level simulation, which enabled us to relate the

change in the molecular transition rates to the experimentally measured parame-

ters in our single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy experiments. These compre-

hensive studies provide insight into the synergistic effect of the local environment

and molecular characteristics on the photodegradation and subsequent recovery of

functionalized pentacene, which is important for development of next-generation

materials with enhanced stability for organic electronic devices.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Organic Semiconductors

Organic materials are of current interest for use in low-cost (opto)electronic and

photonic devices[48]. Organic semiconductor materials have applications in organic

light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [54, 41, 69], photovoltaics [74, 13, 86], and thin-film

transistors to name a few [83, 21]. Unlike most common inorganic semiconductor

materials, most of these organic materials are solution processable, allowing for

more inexpensive and convenient manufacturing techniques. Many organic semi-

conductor are lightweight and are flexible enough to adhere to curved or bendable

substrates [11]. Furthermore, small changes to these molecules can tune the prop-

erties to fit a specific need. For example, small molecular changes will drastically

alter the electronic properties of the material while only weakly perturbing the

optical properties.

In order for these materials to be used reliably in devices, they must be photo-

stable, a characteristic that is strongly dependent not only on molecular structures,

but also on the nanoscale morphology and local environment[52, 57, 56]. The con-

tribution of the latter to the photophysics is difficult to quantify due to a lack

of nanoscale resolution afforded by typical characterization methods. Therefore,

approaches that enable direct studies of the molecular photophysics depending on
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Figure 1.1: Organic Semiconductor Application Example: An organic transistor
on a flexible substrate made of organic semi-conductor materials [32].

the nanoenvironment, in materials relevant for organic (opto)electronic devices, are

necessary. In this thesis in addition to bulk films typically used in devices, we use

single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy to probe the effects of local environment

on photophysics of functionalized acenes, which have been previously utilized in

thin-film-transistors exhibiting hole mobilities of up to 11 cm2/Vs [48, 28].

Because organic semiconductor materials can be used in thin-film applications

and use solution processing, it is important to understand how various factors af-

fect photostability for materials in both these forms. In conjunction with studying

the nanoenvironment of functionalized acenes through single-molecule fluorescence

spectroscopy, experiments on samples utilizing functionalized acenes in higher con-

centration were used to understand the dependence on molecular structure and

local environment at the device scale. Specifically, optical absorption of molecules

in solution was used to study the photostability of functionalized acenes in solu-

tion and how it depends on solvent and specific aspects of molecular structure.
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Photoluminescence spectroscopy of thin films was used to probe the photostabil-

ity in thin-films, with specific focus on the effects that host material, molecular

structure, temperature, concentration of molecules, excitation wavelength, and the

exposure to oxygen have on the stability.

1.2 Materials

Organic (opto)electronic and photonic materials have attracted attention due to

their low cost, solution processability, and tunable properties[48]. A broad range of

(opto)electronic and photonic applications, including organic light-emitting diodes

(OLEDs), photovoltaics (OPVs), field-effect transistors (OFETs), sensors, photore-

fractive three-dimensional displays, lasers, have been demonstrated, and many of

them commercialized[48, 49]. Materials that have been previously explored for

(opto)electronic applications include derivatives of acenes (e.g. anthracene (Ac),

tetracene (Tc), pentacene (Pn))[76, 59, 29, 60, 34]. Many of these derivatives (in-

cluding Tc, and Pn) exhibit singlet fission (SF), the process of creating two triplet

(T1) excitons upon excitation of a singlet (S1) state (S0 + S1 → TT → T1 + T1,

where TT is a correlated triplet pair that serves as a precursor to the free triplets),

which has generated a considerable amount of attention due to its potential to

enhance the efficiency of organic solar cells[26].

One representative benchmark electronic and SF material of this class is func-

tionalized Pn[3]. In field-effect transistors (FETs), functionalized Pn exhibits hole

mobilities of > 1 cm2/(V s) and up to 11 cm2/(V s), depending on the crystal
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polymorph and/or film crystallinity and morphology[48, 12]. These are among the

highest mobilities in solution-processable OFETs, which has motivated research

into mechanisms responsible for its enhanced electronic characteristics and into

structure-property relationships over the past 20 years[46, 26, 47, 15, 30, 51, 4]. In

terms of photophysics, TIPS–Pn films exhibit ultrafast (< 100 fs) SF, depending

on film morphology[27, 79, 40, 17], and this process in TIPS–Pn has been exten-

sively studied from the fundamental photophysics standpoint[17, 78, 16, 70, 53]

and towards applications in SF-based photovoltaics[84]. Although photophysical

and electronic properties of functionalized Pn have been extensively studied, un-

derstanding environmental and morphological effects on photostability is not fully

developed. Such understanding, however, would be important for designing mate-

rials for next-generation organic (opto)electronic devices.

Unlike inorganic materials, in which the optical and electronic properties are

dependent on the properties of the conduction and valence band, the optical and

electronic properties of organic materials are dependent on the molecular orbitals

and the interaction between adjacent molecules. Although the average energy gap

between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccu-

pied molecular orbital (LUMO) is 1.8 eV in functionalized Pn, which is similar to

the band gap in inorganic materials (ex. Si has a band gap of 1.1 eV), the charge

mobility is limited by the low interaction between molecules.

This makes the geometry between organic semiconductor molecules critical

in determining charger carrier mobilities and by extension viability as a device

material. For example, organic molecules that form π-bonds results in energy
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structures that are similar to inorganic materials. π-bonds form when C atoms

form linear chain polymers and the sp2 orbitals hybridize, so the pz orbital can form

π-bonds with the adjacent C[24]. In acenes, the bulk of the molecule, or backbone,

is formed from C in aromatic rings, where the π-bonding results in bands of π

orbitals that run the length of the molecule, both above and below the aromatic

chain. If the geometry of the host material encourages molecular orientation such

that the π-bond between neighboring acenes overlap, charge carriers will have much

higher mobilities. Because of this conjugated molecular core, acenes have shown a

lot of promise for use as organic semiconductor materials.

As a member of the acene family and because of its previous use in (opto)electronic

applications, Pentacene was chosen as the molecule of study. Specifically, function-

alized pentacene (Pn) derivatives were used, which utilized the tunable properties

of Pn. Functionalized Pn was tested with both fluorinated and nonfluorinated

backbone and TCHS ((tricyclohexylsilyl)ethynyl), TIPS (triisopropylsilylethinyl),

and NODIPS ((n-octyldiisopropylsilyl)ethynyl) were used as side groups (see Fig-

ure 1.2). Each derivative will be referenced using the form Pn-R(-F8), for ex-

ample Pn-TCHS-F8 or Pn-TIPS, for fluorinated and nonfluorinated derivatives,

respectively. Since the ground state absorption and radiative decay are primar-

ily dependent on the molecular backbone, the absorption and emission spectra of

derivatives with varying side groups R are effectively identical. Thus, any differ-

ences in the experimental results, are due to the interactions of the side groups

with the surrounding environment and, in concentrated samples, differences in

intermolecular interactions due to side group-controlled differences in molecular
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packing. The ability to tune the molecules in this way is one of the favorable

properties of organic semiconductor materials and the effects of these molecular

changes are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.

Figure 1.2: Molecules: (a) Functionalized Pentacene (Pn-R) and the fluorinated
version (Pn-R-F8) are the materials of interest for these studies and (c) the two
main polymers used to host Pn in thin films[22, 42]. The properties of Pn-R(-F8)
can be modified by attaching side groups (TIPS, TCHS and NODIPS seen in (b))
at the places indicated by the label “R.”

To use these functionalized Pn derivatives in films, a host polymer is used

to create smoother more homogeneous film deposits. Such blending has been

advantageous for organic electronic devices as improved film morphology results
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in improved charge carrier mobility. For these experiments, two polymers were

chosen poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, 75,000 m.w., Polysciences, Inc.), and

polyvinyliQuisdene fluoride (PVDF, 180,000 m.w., Millipore Sigma). PMMA is

a amorphous clear polymer that has been used previously as a host material for

functionalized Pn[18, 71]. Since it dissolves in the same solvents as Pn, it is easy

to use it to make homogeneous solution processable thin-films that are optically

transparent. In contrast, PVDF is a transparent semi-crystaline polymer that dis-

solves into very polar solvents, which are orthogonal to the non-polar solvents used

for functionalized Pn. However, PVDF has low oxygen permeability and it’s semi-

crystalline characteristics means that properties, polarity and ferroelectric proper-

ties for example, of PVDF thin-films can be tuned based on sample preparation

procedure [68, 33]. The effectiveness of both PMMA and PVDF in preventing

optically induced decay of Pn guest molecules and encouraging molecular recovery

is discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

1.3 Hurdles in the Use of Organic Semiconductors

Regardless of the application, successful commercialization of devices is hindered

by the degradation of the organic materials due to reactions with oxygen, water,

and so on. Previous studies have discovered two broadly defined mechanisms of the

photo-induced decay for molecules in the acene family: endoperoxide formation

(EPO) and dimerization[14, 18]. In functionalized Pn derivatives of Figure 1.2,

several EPO derivatives and several types of dimers can form, as discussed in
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section 3. These two processes are considered photo-bleaching processes because it

is a photon induced change that stops the molecules from its original fluorescence.

Endoperoxides form when a reactive oxygen species react with an acene backbone[77].

The oxygen will replace hydrogen on one of the carbon in the aromatic rings, thus

changing the molecular orbitals and either distorting or destroying the π-bond

bands running across the acene backbone. Since the first order optical properties

are directly dependent on the molecular orbitals formed by the aromatic rings of

the acene backbone, the formation of endoperoxides through the addition of oxy-

gen disrupts the conjugation so that the optical absorption shifts from visible for

the fully conjugated Pn to the UV region for Pn-EPO and the photoluminescence

also shifts or changes.

There are two photon-induced pathways for reactive oxygen to form in samples

with acenes. The first pathway (denoted Type I in the literature) is through

electron transfer from an optically excited acene to an inert oxygen molecule. This

results in an acene cation and a superoxide (O2−), which is reactive. The second

pathway (Type II) is through energy transfer from an optically excited acene to a

ground state oxygen (3O2), which results in a reactive singlet oxygen (1O2)[77, 45].

The preference of decay pathway is specific to each Pn derivative as discussed in

section 2[14].

Once the endoperoxides form, there are two possible changes that can occur.

Either the oxygen can detach, which results in the acene returning to it’s origi-

nal state, thus exhibiting reversibility. Alternatively, the endoperoxide can decay

further turning into a secondary product which irreversibly damages the molecule
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[63]. Previous work in our lab has shown that the photostability of functional-

ized Pn has oxygen dependence [63] and that reversibility is possible under certain

conditions[18]. However, EPO formation rate is environment dependent, and can

be manipulated with the changes in the environment as demonstrated in sections

2 and 4 [18].

The second important mechanism of degradation for acenes is photodimeriza-

tion. This occurs at high enough concentrations that molecules are within bonding

to adjacent molecules. There are two possible types of dimers: butterfly dimers and

alkyen dimers. For butterfly dimers, the energy added to the high concentration

samples provide enough energy to induce [ 4+ 4] intermolecular cycloaddition[10].

Cycloaddition is the reaction where two π-bond orbitals form a σ-bond, which

in acenes occurs between four carbon atoms on two acene backbones (two atoms

each)[37]. Thus two acenes form a new species which contains two acene molecules

bonded together. This has been seen in functionalized Pn, where two functional-

ized Pn will form a bond between the rings just to the left or right of the center

ring. There are two isomers of the dimer: centrosymmetric and planosymmetric,

as seen in 1.3. In their study, Paolo Coppo and Stephen G. Yeates, saw the forma-

tion of photodimers in Pn-TIPS and also molecular recovery [10], indicating that

is a product that we should expect in our samples.

Dimers can also form when the side groups attach to the backbone of a neigh-

boring molecule and are named alkyne dimers. Evidence of alkyne dimers has been

seen in tetracene (Tc) and hexacene, other members of the acene family, and is a

step-wise reaction with a lower driving force[61]. However, alkyne dimers require
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stricter molecular alignment than butterfly dimers.

Figure 1.3: Products of Photodegradation: The chemical structure of the products
of two types of photodegradation (a) endoperoxide formation product from Pn-R,
with the oxygen bonded at the center (left) and the side (right). (b) The two
isomers, centrosymmetric (left) and planosymmetric (right), of the butterfly dimer
formed from Pn-R [10, 14].

Work done in our lab has shown that the stability of functionalized Pn is depen-

dent on oxygen exposure[18]. However, this does not eliminate the possibility that

dimerization is also occurring simultaneously, nor does it indicate which molecu-

lar and environmental factors discourage this process. The following chapters will

explain the work done to determine the factors that discourage photodegradation,

the products that result from this process and if and how the degradation can be

reversed. The final chapter explores the photophysical processes occurring during

photo-bleaching through a Monte Carlo model used to understand experimental

data from single-molecule fluorescence microscopy in section 5.
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Chapter 2: Probing Environmental Effects on Photostability of

Functionalized Pentacene.

2.1 Introduction

One of the draws of using organic materials in semiconductor applications is that

they can be used in thin film applications which can be manufactured using solu-

tion processing. Since these are key attributes, it is important to understand the

stability of these materials in both solution and thin films. In particular, we want

to understand the stability of functionalized Pn while in solution and in polymer

blended films.

Using optical absorption, we have investigated the environmental factors that

affect functionalized Pn in solution. Specifically, we looked at how the host mate-

rial, side group, concentration and the addition of fluorine atoms to the molecule

(fluorination) affects the photostability of functionalized Pn. For thin films, we

used photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) to measure the stability in relation to

the host material, concentration, side group, wavelength and temperature.
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2.2 Experimental Design

2.2.1 Optical Absorption

To study the photostability of organic materials in solution, two solvents were cho-

sen as host: benzene and chlorobenzene. Benzene is nonpolar and chlorobenzene

is only slightly polar, thus they are different enough to provide significant informa-

tion, but similar enough that functionalized fluorinated Pn will dissolve into them.

Both fluorinated and unfluorinated Pn was used and NODIPS, TIPS, and TCHS

were used as side groups (see Chapter 1.2 for more details).

Pn-R-F8 molecules were dissolved either in benzene or in chlorobenzene at a

concentration of 10−4 − 10−5 M, and sonicated for 30 minutes to ensure homo-

geneity. The starting absorption spectra was taken using either a xenon lamp or

a halogen lamp, which illuminated the solution through a 200 µm optical fiber.

The signal of the transmitted light was collected through a 50 µm optical fiber

which was processed by the Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer. Spectrum of

the solvent without Pn-R-F8 molecules served as reference.

After the starting data was collected, Pn-R(-F8) solution was irradiated by a

UV lamp (300-400 nm) at 0.5 mW/cm2 in air for up to 100 hours, depending on the

solvent. Periodically, the absorption of the solution was taken using the set-up de-

scribed above, to monitor its optical stability. The collected spectra was processed

by subtracting the reference signal, and then transformed from transmittance per-

centage (T) to absorption (A) using A = −Log10(T/100). The trends can be seen

by overlaying the spectra or by integrating the region of interest, ∼ 550 − 650nm
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Figure 2.1: (a) Pictures of the Pn-TIPS solution before (top, blue) and after
(bottom, clear) photobleaching under UV exposure. The change in color is an
indication that photodegradation has occured. (b) An example of the solution
absorption data of Pn-NoDIPS-F8 in chlorobenzene. As the sample sits under
constant UV illumination the absorption decreases.

to see the trend of the absorption. Due to the linear shape of the integrated ab-

sorption as a function of time, the trends were scaled to 1 and then fit, using a

non-linear least square’s method, to the equation A(t) = −m ∗ t + 1, where m is

the rate of decay and 1 is the vertical offset since that is the value the trends were

scaled to.
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2.2.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Common application for organic semiconductor materials require the form of thin

films, thus we tested the photostability of functionalized Pn in this state. The films

were a Pn-polymer blend and used PMMA and PVDF as the host polymer and Pn-

TIPS-F8, Pn-TIPS, and Pn-TCHS-F8 were the molecules used. Stock solutions of

PMMA and PVDF were dissolved at a 13% wt into toluene and dimethylformamide

(DMF), respectively. Stock solutions were also prepared with the functionalized

fluorinated Pn (Pn-R-F8) dissolved in toluene at concentrations of 30 mM. For

each sample, the solutions were mixed such that the intermolecular spacing could

be specifically chosen from the range of 3−11 nm[72, 73, 18]. The spacing between

molecules, r, is caluclated as follows

r =
(

M

NAρmc

)1/3

(2.1)

where ρm is the mass density, M is the molar mass of the host material, NA is

Avogadros number, and c is the molar fraction of guest to host [67, 2, 9]. For all of

the samples, except for the samples in which concentration was varied, a molecular

spacing of 5 nm was chosen. This was chosen to minimize photodimerization as

molecules are too far apart to form dimers. Thus the focus was on collecting EPO

formation data.

The Pn-polymer solution was sonicated for 20 minutes, and then the films (ei-

ther Pn-R(-F8):PMMA or Pn-R(-F8):PVDF) were deposited onto glass coverslips

by spin-casting at 3000 rpm for 50 seconds from 60 µL of solution.
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Figure 2.2: Graphic representing the molecules in the film with intermolecular
spacing r.

The PL decay of the samples was collected using an Olympus IX-71 inverted

microscope with a 10x magnification objective lens. This focused a 633 nm HeNe

laser, the illuminating laser, with power ranging between 300 and 700 µW onto

a prepared sample. A dichroic mirror was used to direct the laser to the sample

and direct the photoluminescence from the sample, through an emissions filter

to remove excess laser light, then to the optical fiber. The signal was collected

through a 600 µm optical fiber and processed by an Ocean Optics USB2000-FLG

spectrometer. Six hundred consecutive spectra were collected with an integration

time of 100 milliseconds and 5 scans to average. A dark spectrum was also taken

as a background reference.
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For studies of photobleaching reversibility, after the first experimental run, the

sample was kept in the dark for 5-20 minutes at room temperature in air, after

which the experiment was repeated (run 2 and/or 3) on the same sample area. This

was either done by hand, or managed with a computer program using a robotic

shutter.

For temperature, wavelength, and low-oxygen exposure experiments, the sam-

ple was mounted inside a Janis ST-500 cryostat. The cryostat, mounted on top of

the inverted Olympus microscope, has a window on each side so that light could

pass to and from the sample. The mount inside the cryostat had a heating ele-

ment and thermostat which were controlled by Lakeshore Model 335 temperature

controller. Ryan Tolleffsen created a labview program to monitor and run the spec-

trometer, robotic shutter and the temperature controls, and used this to collect a

majority of the data.

As seen in Figure 2.3, the resulting data was a series of consecutive spectra with

the corresponding time and a dark reference spectrum. The data was processed by

subtracting the reference spectrum from each spectrum and then each spectrum

was processed by integrating over the 500-700 nm region of interest, which provided

a value for each respective time. The combination of the time and integrated

spectra was the integrated PL with respect to time. For runs that included shutter

time, this dead time was removed from the integrated PL (see Figure 2.3). This was

done using a graphical user interface written in python, which made this processing

easy to do on the fly while taking data (see appendix A). To numerically quantify

the decay, the integrated PL was fit, using a non-linear least square’s method, to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: Example of Semi-Bulk Data. The transformation of the PL data of
Pn-TCHS-F8:PMMA, from a collection of spectra at different periods of time (a),
to a relationship between PL vs time (b). For runs which tested reversibility, the
dead time, where the shutter is closed, as seen in (c), is removed after processing
(d).

a bi-exponential equation F (t) that follows

F (t) = A1 exp(−t/τ1) + A2 exp(−t/τ2) + A3 (2.2)
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where A1 and A2 are the scaling coefficients for each exponential and τ1 and τ2 are

the corresponding decay rates. From these fit values the half-life corresponding

to each decay rate can be calculated using thalf,1 or 2 = τ1 or 2 ln(2). The half-life

estimates how long it will take for the sample to lose 50% of its original value and

in this case, it is a way to classify how quickly the two competing reactions occur.

To find the half-life of the combined rates, the fit equation numerically solved for

t, when F (t) is equal to one half.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2.4: The absorption spectrum and the photoluminescence spectrum of Pn-
TCHS-F8 (also notated as F8 TCHS-Pn). The two spectra are mirror images of
each other and show vibronic progression with the distinct peaks.
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The optical absorption and photoluminescence spectra are mirror images of

each other and are characterized by ascending (or descending for PL) peaks, as

seen in Figure 2.4. The defined peaks correspond to the vibronic split of the first

excited state, which correlate to a slightly different energy difference between each

vibronic level and the ground state. The well defined peaks are a characteristic

of a sample with few aggregates. The definition of the peaks disappears at high

concentrations as the intermolecular interaction provide more energetic states to

transition between. The three distinct peaks and the relative heights remain the

same as the spectra shrink due to photodegradation. When degradation products

form, the molecular backbone, which is made up of optically significant π-bonds,

is changed, which shifts the absorption and photoluminescence spectra to lower

wavelengths. The signal for these products is mostly outside the range of the

spectrometer being used and therefore won’t be distinctly observed.

Both the optical absorption and the photoluminescence spectroscopy experi-

ments show the photodegradation of functionalized Pn. Both experiments very

clearly show how host material, fluorination, and concentration affect the photo-

stability of Pn. Evidence that changes in side group, temperature and oxygen

exposure was also found from the thin film experiment.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Host Dependence. (a) The decay of Pn-TIPS and Pn-TIPS-F8 in both
chlorobenzene and benzene. Both of the samples in benzene decay much slower
than those in chlorobenzene. Pn-TIPS-F8 decays slower than Pn-TIPS in both
solvents. (b) The decay of Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA and PVDF films. The PVDF
film has a much faster decay, but also a much larger spontaneous recovery.

2.3.1 Sample Specific Factors

2.3.1.1 Effects of the Host Material

Absorption in Solution

The choice of host has significant impact on how quickly Pn decays and forms

product. The most significant display of this is seen in the absorption data. Fig-

ure 2.5, shows the decay times of Pn-NoDIPS-F8 and Pn-TIPS in both benzene

in chlorobenzene. All the decays were scaled to one and fit to a line and the rates

of decay can be seen in table 2.1 and the corresponding half-life’s were derived

from this rate. For example, the rate of decrease is 0.171 hr−1 for Pn-TIPS in

chlorobenzene, which corresponds to a half-life of ∼ 3 hrs. In contrast, the rate
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of decrease for Pn-TIPS in benzene is 0.062 hr−1, with a half-life of ∼ 8 hrs. For

all the samples that were run in both solvents, decay was faster in chlorobenzene

than in benzene.

Molecule Type Solvent Type Decay Rate (×10−2 hr−1) Half-life ( hrs)
Pn-NODIPS-F8 Benzene 1.55 32.35
Pn-NODIPS-F8 Chlorobenzene 15.78 3.17
Pn-TIPS-F8 Benzene 18.29 2.73
Pn-TIPS-F8 Chlorobenzene 23.21 2.15
Pn-TIPS Benzene 6.21 8.05
Pn-TIPS Chlorobenzene 17.07 2.93

Table 2.1: Half-life and decay rates for Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA and PVDF at
5 nm intermolecular spacing.

Photoluminescence in thin-films

The effects of host on photostability can also been seen in the thin film sam-

ples of Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA vs PVDF at a 5 nm spacing, (see Figure 2.5 (b)).

When scaled to one and fit to a bi-exponential, the fit parameters and half-lives

were extracted. A brief look at the total half-life, seen in table 2.2, shows how

quickly samples in PVDF decay. While PMMA has an average half-life of about

730 seconds, PVDF has a half-life that ranges from 13 seconds to 51 seconds, de-

pending on the specific spot. While this is quite a large range, it is still a small

difference when compared to the half-life of PMMA, which is at least twenty times

longer. The fit values show that this decrease in half-life is due to the shortening

of both the initial fast decay rate (τ2) and the longer decay rate (τ1).
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Although the rates in PVDF are faster than PMMA, it is also the ratio of

contributions that decreases the average on time. In PMMA, the slow decay rate

has a coefficient of A1 ∼ 0.9, while the faster decay rate has a coefficent of A2 ∼ 0.1,

which is a ratio of roughly 9 : 1. This means that the slow decay rate is the more

dominant part of the equation and the effects of this can be seen in Figure 2.5 (b),

as the PMMA decay is much slower and the faster decay only presents slightly at

the early times in the plot.

In comparison, the ratio of decay rate contributions for PVDF is heavily shifted

the other direction. The coefficient A1 is, at it’s largest, 0.5 in comparison to the

0.48 for A2 on that decay. This is the largest A1 value as most of them sit around

0.2 − 0.3 which means that A2 is around 0.7 − 0.8. This means that the slow decay

process is, at best, contributing 50%, but more realistically 25% to the decay,

which the faster decay process is dominating. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.5

(b), where the PVDF loses roughly 50% in the early time region where the short

decay rate is most active.

An early conclusion from this data is that PMMA is a much more stable host

than PVDF. This is an unexpected conclusion given that both PMMA and PVDF

have very similar oxygen permeability rates (4.8 and 5.4 cc.-mm/m2-25 hr.-bar,

respectively), and previous studies have shown that there is a correlation between

oxygen permeability and photostability[55]. The fit values also indicate that there

are either two processes happening at different time scales or there is one process

that has multiple mechanisms at play. Both of these conclusions will be further

discussed in the discussion section of this chapter.
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Host
Polymer A1 τ1( s−1) A2 τ2( s−1) thalf,1 (s) thalf,2 (s) thalf,tot (s)

PMMA 0.877 1317.29 0.101 31.01 913.08 21.50 739.73
0.886 1259.11 0.101 29.96 872.75 20.77 720.76

PVDF

0.417 1156.33 0.510 19.11 801.50 13.25 32.33
0.198 450.01 0.741 21.05 311.92 14.59 18.36
0.177 424.76 0.786 16.72 294.42 11.59 14.54
0.507 382.58 0.484 23.40 265.19 16.22 50.57
0.328 281.95 0.644 20.22 195.43 14.01 23.77
0.203 164.67 0.756 14.37 114.14 9.96 12.72
0.273 213.53 0.699 18.19 148.01 12.61 18.70
0.273 212.42 0.699 18.15 147.24 12.58 18.69

Table 2.2: Half-life and decay rates for Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA and PVDF at
5 nm intermolecular spacing. The samples were fit to a biexponential using least
squares fit, and the fit parameters are included here along with the corresponding
half-life.

2.3.1.2 Effects of Molecular Structure: Side-groups and Fluorination

The ability to tune the properties of organic semiconductor materials is one of the

reasons they show so much promise for device applications. The addition of side

groups to functionalized Pn provides two functions: it increases solubility, which

means functionalized and fluorinated derivatives are easier to process in solution,

and it changes the molecular packing in solid state. The ability to tune molecular

packing through the use of side groups dramatically affects the electronic prop-

erties and singlet fission, which are important for device development. Because

of the importance these characteristics play in device development, it is critical

to understand the side group and fluorination dependence of functionalized Pn in

solution and thin film environments.
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Absorption in Solution

For solution absorption experiments, the side groups that were used were TCHS

and TIPS. As seen in Figure 2.6, at low concentrations, Pn functionalized with

TIPS is more stable then Pn functionalized with TCHS. However, the difference

between them effectively disappears and they decay at the same rate once the

concentration reaches 120 µM.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Side Group and Fluorine Dependance in Solution. Solution decay for
Pn-TIPS, Pn-TIPS-F8, and Pn-TCHS-F8 in (a) 10 µM solution and (b) 120 µM
solution. Both pentacene derivatives with fluorine, Pn-TCHS-F8 and Pn-TIPS-
F8, decay slower than the derivative without, Pn-TIPS, although the decay at
the lower concentration is less pronounced. At high concentration, Pn-TCHS-
F8 and Pn-TIPS-F8 have overlapping decay curves, which indicates that at this
concentration, the side groups don’t have a strong effect.

The effect of side groups R on the photobleaching of Pn-R-F8 in solution was

more pronounced in chlorobenzene as compared to benzene (Figure 2.6(b)), with

TCHS and NODIPS derivatives exhibiting about a factor of 2 longer half-lifetimes

than the TIPS derivative. This is consistent with our previous observations of

higher stability of NODIPS and TCHS derivatives as compared to TIPS, in Pn-
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R-F8:PMMA films,[71] indicative of a protective role of large side groups against

photo-induced degradation.

A second way that the molecular structure of functionalized Pn can be changed

is through fluorination, which consists of replacing the eight hydrogen on the outer

sides of the last aromatic rings (four per ring) with fluorine. The difference in

stability between fluorinated and nonfluorinated Pn can also been seen from the

solution data. Figure 2.6 shows the decay of solution absorption of both Pn-TIPS

and Pn-TIPS-F8 at two different concentrations. For both concentrations, the flu-

orinated Pn is much more stable.

Photoluminescence in thin-films

Thin-film experiments also investigated the effects that side groups had on sta-

bility. Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of Pn-TIPS-F8:PMMA versus Pn-TCHS-

F8:PMMA. In this case, the molecules with TCHS as the side group are much

more stable than molecules with TIPS. This agrees with the results found in the

paper by Shepherd, et. al., in which they also found the PL decay of Pn-TCHS-F8

and Pn-TIPS-F8 but the host material was t-bu-BTBTB instead[71]. However,

this does not agree with the data from solution as discussed above.

The differences between the results found for the side groups in solution in

comparison to thin-film are not wholly surprising. In solution, a molecule has full

range of motion and will be constantly changing position. This means that the

orientation of the side groups with the backbone will be in flux. Therefore, the

molecular configuration that is optimal for photodegration will be a position that
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the molecule can move through as it is suspended in solution. In contrast, the

molecules in film are not free to move. Therefore, if the molecule is folded in such

a way that it would discourage EPO formation or dimerization, it will not change

from that position. Therefore larger side groups have a greater capacity to shield

access of oxygen or other dimers to the bonding sites along the backbone. Since

TCHS has a volume of 469.2 Å, NoDIPS has a volume of 402.5 Å and TIPS has a

volume of 278.5 Å, both TCHS and NoDIPS are more protective of the backbone

than TIPS [28]. In contrast, functionalized Pn in solution does not have the same

level of protection from the side groups, unless sufficiently high concentration has

been reached and either mobility of each molecule is more constrained or other

excited state processes, such as singlet fission or excimer formation, deplete the

reactive states.

Just as side groups offer protection against photodegradation, so does fluorina-

tion of the molecule. As seen in the solution experiments, molecules with fluorine

on the ends of the Pn backbone are significantly more photostable. Because fluorine

is much more electronegative than hydrogen, when the hydrogen are exchanged for

fluorine the π-bonds adjust and the electron cloud shifts to have higher probability

closer to the fluorine. The drop in electron density probability closer to the center

means that the bonding sites for both EPO formation and dimerization are less

favorable. This is in agreement with the data that we have collected from optical

absorption.
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Figure 2.7: Thin Film Side Group Dependence of Pn-R-F8 in PMMA at 5 nm
spacing. Pn-TIPS-F8 decays at a significantly faster rate.

2.3.1.3 Concentration

Another sample property that affects the photostability is the molecular concen-

tration. In solution, the optical absorption shows that at higher concentrations,

the decay is much slower (see Figure 2.8a). For both Pn-TIPS and Pn-TIPS-F8,

the decay rate decreased by an order of magnitude with the increase of the con-

centration of the solution from 10 µM to 120 µM. This agrees with the data from

PL.

In the photoluminescence spectroscopy of thin-films, there was also a decrease

in decay rates as the concentration increased as seen in Figure 2.8(b). In fact, the
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concentration increased so high, that the PL would rise for a while before starting

to decay. This is a very unusual and unexpected effect, but agrees with the physics

of the situation. At higher concentrations, the molecules in the sample are spaced

closer and closer together. When functionalized Pn are close enough together,

they can interact. Specifically, at high concentration, singlet fission becomes an

active intermolecular interaction, which is a nonfluorescent process and therefore

quenches the photoluminescence. This means that although all the molecules in

the sample are actively absorbing the incident photons, there is no emission from

these molecules to contribute to the PL that is being collected. As molecules

form endoperoxides or dimers, they no longer absorb the emitted photons of their

neighbors and the PL increases.

Figure 2.8: Concentration dependence in solution and thin-film. (a) Pn-TIPS and
Pn-TIPS-F8 in 10 µ M and 120 µ M concentrations. For both derivatives the
higher concentration is more stable than the lower concentration samples. (b) Pn-
TCHS-F8 in PMMA at concentrations between 1 nm to 5 nm with data taken at
every 0.5 nm. At really close spacing, the “decay” actually rises before decaying,
due to the break in the aggregation. Once the aggregates are broken up, the sample
starts decaying in the same way as the lower concentration samples.
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For both solution and thin films, when the higher concentration samples decay,

they have slower decay rates. This enhanced photostability is most likely due

to formation of nanoaggregates with reduced free volume, which decreased the

oxygen permeability resulting in inhibited reactions of Pn-TCHS-F8 molecules

with oxygen. Thus, for more photostable samples, higher concentrations should

be used even with the addition of competing photodimerization, as it is not as

significant a decay process as photo-oxidation.

2.3.2 Effects of External Factors

2.3.2.1 Temperature

As seen in the previous section, choices in sample preparation affects its photo-

stability. Likewise, external factors can also have an effect. Temperature is an

external factor that is often changing. Understanding the effects of temperature

change on organic electronic materials is critical for device development. Using

PL, we tested the Pn-TCHS-F8:PMMA at a variety of different temperatures, as

seen in Figure 2.11. As expected, the films decayed faster at higher temperature.

This is due to the additional energy that is added to the system as heat, which

acts as a catalyst for either dimerization or EPO formation.
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Figure 2.9: Thin film temperature dependence. As the temperature increases, the
decay rate increases because the added energy aids in the decay chemical reactions.

2.3.2.2 Oxygen and wavelength exposure

Previous work has shown that without exposure to oxygen, functionalized Pn is

considerably more optically stable. The data collected through PL confirmed this.

In Figure 2.10, the PL for Pn-TCHS-F8:PMMA in vacuum under 633 nm excitation

is almost completely flat. When fit to a biexponetial, it has decay rates that are

on the order of 10−6 s−1. However, this is so flat, that it can also be fit to a line

that has a slope of −1.56 × 10−5 s−1. At that rate, this sample would decay to

zero in roughly 18 hours. This is orders of magnitude longer than seen in the
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samples in air (at standard room conditions), which have half-lives ranging from

a few seconds to a few minutes.

However, this very slow decay in vacuum is only true when the excitation

wavelength is 633 nm. When the UV laser was used instead, the PL decayed at

a rate that was comparable to the decay rates in air. This indicates that the

dimerization is occurring, but requires more energy than is available from 633 nm

photons. This indicates that at room temperature and under 633 nm, dimerization

is not a favorable reaction. This also indicates some molecular clustering in the

sample as photodimerization should not be occurring at 5 nm molecular separation.

Figure 2.10: Thin Film Wavelength Exposure Dependence of Pn-TCHS-F8 at
5 nm spacing. When excited using a UV laser the decay is similar to 633 nm laser
excitation in air. However, this changes when the sample is in vacuum. In vacuum,
the 633 nm excitation is very stable, but the uv excitation causes the sample to
decay.
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2.3.3 Molecular Recovery

For both experiments, molecular recovery was attempted. For the solution samples,

3 − 6 hour thermolysis at 80◦C was used, followed by taking absorption spectrum.

For films, the recovery was spontaneous as the film was allowed to rest in the dark

between data collection runs.

Absorption in Solution

In both solvents, and for all derivatives, the 3-6 hour thermolysis recovered

about 6% of the original 500-700 nm absorption strength observed in fresh so-

lutions. This recovery is most likely due to the EPO converting to the parent

Pn molecules, as reversal of photodimerization would not be expected under low-

temperature thermolysis conditions used in our experiments. The percentage of

recovery did not considerably change between 3 and 6 hours of thermolysis; how-

ever, the absorption spectra obtained after 6 hours of thermolysis had an increased

350-450 nm spectral component as compared to those after 3 hours, which indi-

cates that degradation processes continue during thermolysis.

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

In PL, the spontaneous recovery was seen in all experimental conditions. How-

ever, it was only temperature and host polymer that saw any variation. As seen in

Figure 2.11, the recovery of functionalized Pn remains constant or decreases until

the temperature reaches somewhere between 350 K and 370 K when it increases
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dramatically. Since there is some recovery without the addition of heat, this indi-

cates that there is a product formed that requires additional energy to reverse and

that is activated once the film is heated to a high enough temperature.

Figure 2.11: Temperature Dependance of Recovery. The percent recovery starts
to slowly decrease as the temperature increases until the temperature reaches a
threshold somewhere between 350 K to 370 K. This agrees with the literature as
most heat aided recovery is performed at somewhere between 350 K to 370 K.

This could be the reversal of photodimerization, as that has been shown to

reverse at temperatures of around 100◦C [10] and the threshold for the recovery

process could be lower. However, these samples were at 5 nm spacing, which

should have very limited dimerization, which is supported by the low decay rates

of Pn-TCHS-F8 in vacuum as discussed in the previous section. The decay of

Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA at 5 nm spacing in vacuum is so slow that there couldn’t
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be a large enough population of dimers to increase recovery from an average of 5%

to 12%.

Instead this is an indication of EPO formation. Because EPO formation is a two

step process, first the oxygen and functionalized Pn interact to form reactive oxygen

and then the reactive oxygen and functionalized Pn bond, there are effectively two

states in which functionalized Pn is not emissive. As will be discussed further in

Chapter 4, after the first step in EPO formation, functionalized Pn can return

from being non-emissive to being emissive again. When the sample rests at room

temperature the functionalized Pn in this non-emissive state can revert, but the

competing process of molecules entering this state disappears without the photons

present. Thus, the room temperature recovery is recovery of the first step EPO

formation. However, with the addition of heat, functionalized Pn-EPO can make

the transition back to their original structure.

Host polymer also had an effect on recovery, as seen in Figure 2.12. PVDF has

significantly higher decay rates and corresponding half-lives, however the percent

recovery is much larger. This suggests that both steps of the EPO process are

faster in PVDF because the half-life is short. This indicates that EPO formation is

occuring rapidly, but the large percent recovery also indicates that a larger portion

of the functionalized Pn is in the dark non-emissive state. This is likely due to the

clustering that functionalize Pn experiences in PVDF due to polarization, which

will be discussed in Chapter 4. The wide spread of recovery percentages and half-

lifes is due to the non-uniform nature of PVDF, which will also be further discussed

in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.12: Host Dependence of Recovery. Although the molecules decay much
faster in PVDF, the percent recovery is much higher than in PMMA.

2.3.4 Discussion

The Pn-R-F8 derivatives exhibit more than an order of magnitude (a factor of

15-40, depending on the derivative) higher stability in benzene as compared to

chlorobenzene (Figure 2.6(b)). A strong dependence of photodegradation on the

solvent polarity, and the case of benzene versus chlorobenzene in particular, was

also observed for Pn-TIPS[10] and attributed to the π − π interactions of the Pn

molecule with the surrounding benzene molecules which prevented Pn-Pn dimer-

ization. Similar considerations can be applicable to the case of fluorinated Pn

derivatives in polymer hosts.

As seen in the data, in polar host materials, PVDF and chlorobenzene, func-
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tionalized Pn photodegrades much more quickly than in the non-polar host mate-

rials, PMMA and benzene. This suggests that intermolecular interactions between

the non-polar hosts and functionalized Pn protect the molecule from both EPO

formation and dimerization. The polar nature of PVDF and chlorobenzene also

encourages aggregation of functionalized Pn, which increases the probability of

dimerization and the rate at which reactive oxygen can bond with a fluorinated

Pn molecule. When the sample is heated the added energy increases the rate of

these products, specifically it increase the rate at which oxygen can move through

the material.

The very small decay of functionalized Pn in vacuum indicates that the pri-

mary decay pathway is EPO formation and that dimerization is a much smaller

contributor to photodegradation. The spontaneous recovery in the PL experiments

at room temperature also supports this conclusion as dimers require added energy

in order to return to the original molecular state[10].

2.4 Conclusions

Both the optical absorption of solution and the photoluminescence spectroscopy of

thin-films illustrate the significance of photodegradation and the impact that small

adjustments to the sample can make in photostability. Some of the adjustments

can be made when preparing the sample, like concentration, choice of Pn derivative,

or choice of host material. Other adjustments are external, such as temperature,

oxygen exposure, or the choice of what wavelength of light to use. All of these
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parameters affect the stability of the organic material used.

For sample preparation, the shift from one solvent or polymer host to another

solvent or polymer can change the half-life of the sample by an order of magnitude.

Likewise, molecules that have large side groups, like NoDIPS or TCHS, and are

fluorinated are more stable than molecules with smaller side groups, like TIPS,

and that are unfluorinated. Although, in this regard, the fluorine have a much

stronger effect on the stability of the material than the side groups do. The choice

of molecular concentration also has a huge bearing as high concentration samples

have much slower decays than low concentration samples.

Just as the sample design choices affect the stability of the materials, so do

the external factors. The photoluminescence spectroscopy experiments showed

that external conditions have strong effects on the stability. Of the three external

factors studied, it was the wavelength dependence that had the least impact as the

decays for the UV light were very similar to those from the red laser. Temperature

had a more significant impact as the added temperature increased the decay rate,

leading to the hypothesis that lower temperatures would lead to higher stability

in Pn films. However, lower temperatures leading to higher stability would be less

helpful in device development. Of the three, the most significant environmental

adjustment was limiting the oxygen exposure, which plays a huge contribution in

the stability of functionalized Pn. While ideally, organic semiconductor materials

could be kept in vacuum, it is not the most practical approach for large scale

manufacturing.

The data from these two experiments confirms that photodegradation is a sig-
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nificant hurdle to device development, but careful choices in environmental fac-

tors and sample composition can mitigate some of the decay. Photoluminescence

spectroscopy also illustrated the oxygen dependence of photodegradation, which

indicates that EPO formation is occurring as part of the degradation process.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Probe into Product Formation in

Functionalized Pentacene

3.1 Introduction

To understand the causes for the photodegradation of the functionalized pentacene

(Pn) that were observed in optical absorption and photoluminescence experiments,

the products that were created through the reactions were studied. Since there are

two competing methods of photodegradation, it would be helpful to characterize

the products formed in these processes. To do this, the solution samples that

were used for optical absorption were tested using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Spectroscopy (NMR) to isolate the types of products that formed.

3.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

To understand the photodegradation pathways of the Pn molecules, Nuclear Mag-

netic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR) was used to analyze the products of various

Pn derivatives in solution. Because NMR probes the magnetic dipole moment of

a selected atomic isotope, the responding signal provides information about the

local nanoenvironment for each nuclei probed. The signal response of each iso-

tope provides information about the local nanoenvironment, with emphasis on the
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neighboring atoms with which the probed atom shares bonds. Because this process

only probes the magnetic moment of the nuclei in a given sample, this is a nonin-

vasive way to determine molecular structure. Because of this property, NMR has

a wide variety of uses including applications in medicine, chemistry and petroleum

research [1, 20]. It is very frequently used by biologists and chemists to determine

the molecular structure of newly synthesized proteins or other materials [1].

3.2.1 The Physics of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR) utilizes the magnetic moment

of atomic isotopes, to noninvasively probe the molecular structure of a sample.

NMR samples are placed in a large local magnetic field (4 − 16T) in order to align

the magnetic moments of all the atoms in the sample. In an attempt to align

the magnetic moment of the nucleus with the external magnetic field, the angular

momentum of the atom causes a precessional motion, which is named the Larmor

precession. The frequency of this precession is unique to each of the isotopes

present in the sample. A radio frequency pulse that matches the frequency of the

isotope that is being probed is applied via a transmitter for a short period of time

(∼ 1 µs) perpendicular to the applied field. This deflects the magnetic moment of

the atoms toward the perpendicular direction of the applied pulse. Precession of

the atom in the deflected state as it returns to equilibrium yields a radio frequency

field which is detected by the receiving inductor. The time dependent induced

voltage is the signal of the experiment[20].
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To strengthen the signal, the process of applying a radio frequency pulse and

collecting the radio frequency during relaxation can be performed repeatedly, how-

ever, the isotopes being probed need to relax back to their equilibrium before an-

other pulse can be applied. The time it takes for relaxation to occur is dependent

on the isotopes and the degree of deflection from equilibrium, which is dependent

on the strength and length of time the signal is applied. Heavier atoms and larger

deflection angles require longer relaxation times[20].

Figure 3.1: The location of common hydrogen bonds on the H1 NMR spec-
trum. Hydrogen atoms that experience less magnetic shielding will be shifted
downfield.[25]

To interpret time dependent induced voltage, a Fourier transform is taken of

the signal. The frequencies present in the signal are correlated to the location of

a specific atom in a molecule. The specific frequency of precession of an atom
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is dependent not only on its nuclear make-up, but also on the interactions it has

with surrounding molecules. The bonds between the atoms being probed and their

neighbors results in a shift of frequency, also called the chemical shift, for the atom

of interest. This is due to the electrons that are involved in the bonding process.

The electrons around each atom are also affected by the magnetic field applied

to the system. In response, they align with the field, creating a small magnetic

field that is opposite the applied field. Thus, the effective magnetic field is slightly

reduced for the nucleus. This magnetic shielding affects the frequency that the

nucleus produces when relaxing[20].

The chemical shift is very small, on the order of one millionth of the applied

frequency. Since it is the small shifts in frequency that contain the information

about the molecular structure, NMR employs a relative spectrum which measures

the shift of frequencies (in parts per million, ppm) relative to a reference frequency.

In proton (H1) NMR, tetramethylsilane (TMS) is normally used as the reference

compound[20].

From the chemical shift spectrum, the molecular structure can be determined

using three characteristics of NMR: the location of the signal, the shape of the

signal and the integrated value of the signal. To begin, there is a relationship

between the amount of shift and the types of molecular bonds connected to the

atom. Figure 3.1 classifies spectral regions based on molecular structures for pro-

ton NMR. The general rule for determining where a molecular bond lies on the

spectrum is that hydrogen that is shielded is “upfield” or closer to zero. Molecules

that are deshielded are shifted “downfield” or further away from zero. In general,
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determining the chemical shift can be done by determining the electronegativity

of the bond, since the electrons are pulled away from shielding the nucleus[20].

There are of course special cases that deviate from this rule or have more

complicated molecular interactions occurring. For example, hydrogen in aromatic

molecules are shifted further downfield than might be expected of a chain of carbon-

hydrogen bonds. The shift downfield in aromatic molecules is due to the conju-

gated π-bonds, which allow for electron movement across the whole length of the

conjugated chain. Because of this property, the applied magnetic field will in-

duce a much stronger magnetic field in the electrons in the band of electrons that

can move freely across the top and bottom of the length of the aromatic rings.

This significantly decreases the effective magnetic field felt by the hydrogen atoms

bonded to the outside of aromatic rings, which shifts their signal downfield[20].

This is of significance in this study as Pn-R(-F8) has an aromatic backbone, and

the photodegradation products affects the aromatic rings of Pn derivatives.

A second characteristic of an NMR spectrum is that the shape of a signal is

dependent on the bonds of the nearest neighbors. For example, the signal of a

specific hydrogen bonded to a carbon will be split into two peaks if the atom

bonded to the carbon also has a single hydrogen. This happens because when

the magnetic field is applied, an atom can either be aligned or anti-aligned. This

changes the net magnetic field felt by neighboring atoms, which results in some

of the neighboring atoms in the sample being shifted either slightly downfield or

slightly upfield[20]. The physics of this process can lead to exceptions when it

comes to signal strength, however the general rule is that the number of peaks of a
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signal is the number of neighboring like atoms plus one. This spectral characteristic

is very helpful in determining molecular structure.

The NMR spectrum has another characteristic that is helpful in determining

the molecular structure of the material. The area of a specific peak (or group of

peaks) indicates the relative abundance of that specific nanoenvironment. There-

fore, by comparing the integrated values of the peaks of interest in a spectrum,

the frequency of a bond in a specific molecule can be determined. This can also be

used to determine the relative concentrations of two materials that have distinct

spectral peaks[20].

3.2.2 Experimental Design

For Pn-R(-F8), H1 NMR was primarily used, with C13 NMR done on selected

samples to confirm expected structure, which probes the hydrogen-1 nuclei and

the carbon-13 nuclei, respectively. In order to understand how various aspects of

molecular structure contribute to the signal of hydrogen with distinct nanoenviron-

ment, I took NMR spectra of two Pn derivatives: fluorinated (Pn-TCHS-F8) and

non-fluorinated (Pn-TIPS) and featuring different side groups (TCHS and TIPS,

respectively) separately in deuterated benzene and correlated the known molecu-

lar structure with the spectra. Figure 3.2, shows the two molecules labeled with

colored symbols to indicate locations of the different hydrogen groups.

For example, in Pn-TIPS (Figure 3.2 (a)), there are five groupings of hydrogen

with distinct molecular environments, three groups on the backbone, and two on
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Figure 3.2: Locations of Hydrogen with Unique Bond Configurations. (a) In Pn-
TIPS, there are five groups. By symmetry, the four hydrogen atoms in the molecule
that are bonded to the green circle carbon have identical molecular environments.
Following the same logic, there are four hydrogen at the blue square carbon, four
hydrogen at the purple triangle carbon, and six hydrogen at the orange diamond
carbon. The stars are unique as there are three hydrogen bonded to the carbon
at each star location as seen in the inset, so there are twenty-four hydrogen at the
red star carbon in the molecule. (b) For Pn-TCHS-F8, there are four hydrogen at
the green circle carbon, six hydrogen at blue square carbon, twenty-four hydrogen
at orange diamond carbon, and thirty-six hydrogen at red star carbon, since there
are two hydrogen per carbon for both orange diamonds and red stars.

the side group. Because of the symmetry of the molecule, there are four hydrogen

associated with the site labeled by the green circle, four associated with the blue

square, four associated with the purple triangle, and six associated with the orange

diamond. The red star is unique because it labels a site where there are three
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hydrogen atoms bonded to the carbon at that location, which means there are a

total of 36 hydrogen in the molecule with the same bonds and neighbors as the

hydrogen atoms at the red star. Based on this classification, we can see that all

54 of the hydrogen in the Pn-TIPS chemical formula (C44H54Si − 2) are accounted

for and we can use the spectral reference (Figure 3.1) to estimate the location of

the peaks.

Because the blue squares, purple triangles, and green circle sites are connected

to aromatic rings, they would be further downfield than the hydrogen located at the

orange diamonds and red stars. The blue square sites and purple triangle sites are

more similar to each other than they are to the green circle sites, so it is likely that

they will be close together and may even have overlapping or interacting signals.

The green circles sites are closest to the center of the molecule and are surrounded

by more electronegative atoms, so the hydrogen there will be deshielded more than

the other hydrogen at the backbone and will therefore be shifted downfield even

more.

Based on this information, predictions can be made about the expected spectra

for both Pn-R-F8 and Pn-R. Since the products we are investigating affect the

optical properties, which are dependent on the backbone of the molecule, the NMR

signal from the side groups is not of interest. However, the NMR signal from TCHS

and TIPS should look different, but will all be contained at spectral values lower

than 4 ppm. However, for the backbone signal, Pn-R-F8 should have one single-

peak signal around 9 ppm and Pn-R should have three significant signals, one

single-peak signal around 9 ppm and two four-peak signals somewhere between 6
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and 9 ppm.

Figure 3.3 shows the spectra for both the molecules depicted in Figure 3.2 and

the spectra agree with our expectations. As indicated in the figure, the furthest

peak (9.31 ppm) correlates to the hydrogen atoms on the aromatic rings closest

to the center of the molecule. The other downfield signals (centered at 7.98 ppm

and 7.12 ppm) correspond to the hydrogen on the aromatic rings at the end of

the rings and the signals overlap. The hydrogen corresponding to the side groups

(TIPS or TCHS) has signals that are located upfield (between 1.3 ppm to 1.4 ppm)

as expected. These results are confirmed by comparing the ratio of the area under

each signal, which show that the peaks have a ratio of 4:4:4:6:36, which is what

we expect from the hydrogen groups discussed above (Figure 3.3) and the Pn-

TIPS spectrum agrees with the published NMR data for Pn-TIPS in the paper by

Fudickar and Linker[14].

3.3 NMR Simulation

To help identify the NMR signals originating from products of photodegradation

of Pn derivatives, the simulation feature of the Bruker TopSpin 4.0.8 software

was used. The built in Pulse Program (nmrsim) was used in combination with

the NMR Wizard. Functionalized Pn has between 100-150 atoms, depending on

the derivative (e.g.100 in Pn-TIPS) that make up each molecule, which is too

many for TopSpin to simulate all together. To combat this, I ran simulations to

determine the difference between the parent molecule and the potential products.
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Figure 3.3: Functionalized Pentacene NMR H1 Spectrum. The full NMR spectrum
of Pn-TIPS (top) and Pn-TCHS-F8 (bottom) in deuterated benzene. As expected,
Pn-TCHS-F8 has only one single-peak signal that is downfield and Pn-TIPS has
one single-peak signal and two four-peak signals downfield.
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Each molecule could be roughly broken up into two pieces of interest, the backbone

and the side group, since these are the unique substructures in the molecule.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.4: Functionalized Pentacene Simulation backbone structure. (a) the orig-
inal structure of non-fluorinated Pn. The oxygen bonding sites for both center
EPO (b) and side EPO (c). The two types of butterfly dimers: centrosymmetric
(d) and planosymmetric (e). The alkyne dimer structure (d).

Based on the research done by other groups[14, 10], there are five different

photodegradation products that can form, as seen in the Figure 3.4. EPO can

form with the double oxygen bonded either across the center aromatic ring (which

will be referred to as “center EPO”), or across the ring to either side of the center

ring (which will be referred to as “side EPO”)[14]. Dimers, on the other hand, have

a few orientations. Butterfly dimers form with bonds between the aromatic rings on

either side of the center ring, either exactly mirroring each other, centrosymmetric,
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or with the backbone off-set, planosymmetric[10]. It is also possible for dimers to

form between the backbone and the side groups in an alkyne dimer.

The simulated data (see Figure 3.5) for these configurations show that for all

of the configurations, except center EPO, the original three NMR group peaks,

which are downfield, get split into six. This follows intuition as the bonds of either

a dimer or an O2 molecule on the aromatic ring adjacent to the center ring would

only affect the hydrogen atoms on that side while the signal of the hydrogen on

the other side of the molecular backbone would remain unchanged. There is a

slight difference between the EPO formation and the dimer as the lower single

peaked signal is further downfield. This is due to the stronger deshielding that

comes from the oxygen atoms. The simulated data provides a reference point for

understanding the spectrum of the solutions from our experiments.

3.4 NMR Results

In order to investigate products formed as a result of photobleaching, samples of

Pn-TIPS, Pn-TIPS-F8, Pn-TCHS-F8 were prepared in benzene or chlorobenzene,

at 1 mM concentrations. Solutions were illuminated with a continuous wave light

source, for which either a UV lamp (360 − 370 nm with a 365 nm peak) or ambi-

ent florescent light were used, which will be referred to as “UV” and “Vis” in the

discussions below. Once the measured optical absorption of the solution samples

was below 10%, the solvents were evaporated off and the molecules were dissolved

in deuterated benzene. Both proton (1H) and carbon (13C) NMR were run on
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Figure 3.5: Simulated NMR Data: The simulated data for the original backbone of
unflorinated pentacene. The simulated data for each product in order (from top to
bottom) alkyne dimer, planosymmetric dimer, centrosymmetric dimer, side EPO,
center EPO and then the parent signal at the bottom. The signals for both the
butterfly dimers align and are almost aligned with the alkyne dimer, indicating
that the orientation of the dimerization does not matter. The side EPO has a
similar alignment for the middle signals, but the lower peak is not as far shifted
upfield.

the samples using the Brucker 700 MHz NMR Spectrometer with the BBO Probe

in the NMR Facility at Oregon State University. The data was processed using

Bruker TopSpin 4.0.8, which applied a Fourier transform on the raw data. The re-

sulting frequency spectrum was leveled and smoothed using the phase and baseline

adjustment tools and the peaks of interest were integrated.

Using the simulation information, the four signals in the NMR spectra as high-
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Figure 3.6: NMR H1 Spectrum of Pentacene Products. The full NMR spectrum
of Pn-TIPS (a) and Pn-TCHS-F8 (b) in deuterated benzene after bleaching in
chlorobenzene under visible light and UV light (respectively), with the signal for
each group labeled.
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lighted in Figure 3.6 were classified. The peaks were grouped based on integrated

area and then used the integrated values to find relative concentrations. Figure 3.7

(b) shows the ratio of the decay species that are identified by the signals downfield.

There are three signals identified besides the original spectral signal as notated in

Figure 3.6. Based on the relative concentration, the primary product type is EPO.

Both side EPO and center EPO were present, as well as a small population of

dimer.

With the products identified and the relative concentrations determined, con-

clusions about the degradation products can be drawn based on the comparisons

between the different samples. To check that our ratios are accurate, the percent-

age of the original product that is still in the solution found in NMR was compared

to the percentage of original product as obtained using absorption data. These val-

ues can be seen in the table below. Although the values are not exactly the same,

they are close enough to give us confidence that the trends we find are accurate.

The first conclusion that can be drawn is that the most prominent signal comes

from three peaks which are shifted up-field from the original signal. The single

peak signal and the two double peak signals have the same area, so it can be

concluded that they all originate from the same product. Because there are only

three peaks with this area, this is the signal for center EPO. When comparing the

integrated value of this signal with the integrated values of the other signals, it is

clear that this product is the most prominent for all the sample types.

The other two signals that appear all have six corresponding peaks. Based on

the location of the peaks, we can conclude that the signal with peaks at 5.15 ppm
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Figure 3.7: Histograms of NMR Product and Decay Ratios. Three downfield
signals appear, aside from the original signal, which correspond to both types of
EPO formation and dimerization. For all the samples, EPO is the biggest product.
It is also of note that dimerization is virtually not present for the sample that was
only exposed to visible light.
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Sample Type Decay Ratio NMR Ratio
Pn-TIPS in CB vis full 0.030 0.044
Pn-TIPS in CB uv full 0.024 0.033
Pn-TIPS in CB uv full+rec 0.111 0.071
Pn-TIPS in Bz uv full+rec 0.078 0.056
Pn-TIPS in Bz uv full 0.067 0.080
Pn-TIPS in Bz uv half 0.361 0.701
Pn-TIPS in Bz uv half+rec 0.361 0.710
Pn-TCHS-F8 in CB uv/vis 0.079 0.061
Pn-TIPS-F8 in CB uv/vis 0.044 0.064

Table 3.1: Table of Absorption Decay Ratios to NMR Decay Ratios for function-
alized pentacene. The samples are labeled with the molecule type, solvent used
during bleaching (bz for benzene and cb for chlorobenzene), if they were fully
bleached (to less than 10% of original absorption) or only half bleached (to about
50% of original absorption), and if recovery was attempted using thermolysis (in-
decated by a +rec). The last two samples were bleached in a combination of UV
and Vis and are labeled uv/vis due to very slow decay under vis.

and 9 ppm in the Pn-TIPS sample is side EPO and the other signal indicated in

Figure 3.6 is dimer. Converting the integrals into ratios, we can see the ratio of

products depending on product types as seen in Figure 3.7.

A few conclusions can be made from these ratios. The first is that EPO forma-

tion is the most prominent product. The second is that dimers are more likely to

form when exposed to UV in comparison to only visible light. Finally, fluorinated

derivatives are less likely to form side EPO.
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3.5 Conclusions

Due to its ability to non-invasively probe the molecular structure of materials,

NMR spectrocopy was a useful tool in identifying the products of photodegradation

of functionalized Pn. Using the simulation tools, predictions for peak locations

were predicted, and the predictions were used to identify the products in the

samples. Though there was some variation in the samples, EPO formation was

the primary product found, with center EPO being the more prominent of the

two. This is in agreement with the data in Chapter 2, which indicated that EPO

formation was the primary decay pathway.

NMR data also shows that dimers formation is not a prominent decay pathway,

especially under visible illumination. This supports the experimental data which

shows slow photodegradation of functionalized Pn in vacuum, but only under UV

illumination. Therefore the most significant decay pathway for functionalized Pn

is photo-oxidation.
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Chapter 4: Examining Photostability of Isolated Molecules Using

Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have indicated that the photostability of functionalized Pn

is affected by environmental factors and that when photodegradation occurs, it

can produce a variety of products (see Chapter 3). The optical absorption experi-

ments were conducted using functionalized Pn in solution, where their freedom of

movement allowed for both endoperoxide formation (EPO) as well as dimerization.

Likewise, the fluorescent spectroscopy experiments were conducted using 1 − 5 nm

average spacing between Pn molecules dispersed in polymer matrix films, and it

was found that even in most dilute films some molecules were close enough to form

both EPO and dimers. While it would be expected in more concentrated (e.g.

1 − 2 nm average spacing) films, the evidence of dimer formation observed even in

dilute films (5 nm average spacing, Fig 2.10) suggests non-uniform guest molecule

distribution. Such non-uniform distribution can also lead to changes in photo-

physics due to differences in intermolecular interactions in various domains. In

order to understand the differences between these two types of photodegradation

as well as rule out effects of intermolecular interactions, it is useful to experimen-

tally isolate one of these processes and prevent the other. This is done by using
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single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (SMFS), which uses samples with such

low concentration that photoluminescence from individual molecules can be op-

tically resolved and therefore the molecules are too far apart to form dimers or

participate in any short-range interactions which would modify the photophysics

(e.g. via singlet fission).

SMFS is an experimental technique which is used to probe the nanoenviron-

ment of individual molecules and determine the influence of local atoms, functional

groups, polarity, viscosity, and electrostatic charges [23, 35, 39, 48, 82]. Because

it can probe multiple individual molecules simultaneously, it is possible to mea-

sure orientation of a molecular transition dipole, probe intermediate states, and

study dynamics, energy transfer, and charge transfer processes in molecules at the

nanoscale[39].

Materials that can be used in SMFS must have high optical absorption cross

section and high quantum yield[31] so that the optical signal is high compared

to the background noise. The molecules must be optically stable, such that the

molecule emits a sufficiently large number of photons before it photobleaches. The

materials must also be able to form low concentration (∼ 10−10 M) samples, so

that the intermolecular spacing is much greater than the diffraction limit. Func-

tionalized Pn satisfies these requirements because it has a high quantum yield of

Φ ∼ 0.7 − 0.8 and a low photobleaching quantum yield of ΦB of ∼ 10−6, since

the quantum yield is measured from zero to one and measures the ratio of emitted

photons to absorbed photons, which should be high for high fluorescent molecules.

The photobleaching quantum yield measures the probability that a molecule will
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photobleach when it absorbs a photon and therefore should be low for optically

stable materials. Because of these characteristics, SMFS is a good choice as an ex-

periment to probe photophysical and photochemical processes in isolated molecules

of functionalized Pn.

Since the purpose of this work is to understand the environmental factors that

play a roll in the photostability of functionalized Pn and associated decay, single

molecule experiments focused on testing the effects of host materials, the effects of

functionalized side groups, and the effects of adding acceptor molecules. Due to the

experimental design, testing temperature dependence is not possible to investigate

with SMFS.

4.2 Experimental Design

4.2.1 Sample Preparation

Pn-TIPS-F8 and Pn-TCHS-F8 molecules were used for single molecule fluorescence

spectroscopy (SMFS) as well as the previously discussed polymers, PMMA and

PVDF. In addition to these materials, three other polymers were used: polystyrene

(PS, Mw 280,000 g/mol), poly(9-vinyl)carbazole (PVK, Mw 1,100,000 g/mol)

and functionalized benzothiophene (6,12-bis[2-(t-butyl)ethynyl]- Benzo[1,2-b:4,5-

b]bis(1)benzothiophene, t-bu BTBTB). Since the end goal of these molecular char-

acterization experiments is to use these materials in electronic devices, the host

materials were chosen with properties that would be beneficial to this goal. PS is a
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useful host polymer for development of thin film blends, where two or more molec-

ular types, usually a donor molecule and an acceptor molecule, are mixed together

to increase electron transfer efficiency. Because PS is an amorphous polymer, it

improves the film morphology of blended films and is often used for this purpose

[44]. Although similar in being amorphous polymers, PS and PVK differ in their

conductivity. PVK is a photoconductive polymer making it extremely useful in

photonic devices[50]. T-bu BTBTB is unique because it is a small-molecule crys-

talline organic semiconductor with a molecular structure relatively close to that of

Pn guest molecules.

Previous SMFS studies have shown that the photostability of organic materials

hosted in polymers is dependent on the oxygen permeability and diffusion coeffi-

cient, with low diffusion and low permeability correlating to higher photostability

[55]. Thermo Fisher Scientific has compiled a list of physical properties, includ-

ing oxygen permeability, for some of their materials, including PMMA, PS and

PVDF. The oxygen permeability is determined by calculating the product of the

amount of gas (in cm3) and the thickness of membrane or film (in mm) divided by

the product of the area of membrane or film (in m2), the time length of exposure

(24 hrs), and the differential pressure of gas (Bar). The values of oxygen per-

meability are 4.8 cm3-mm/m2-24 hr.-Bar, 116 − 155 cm3-mm/m2-24 hr.-Bar, and

5.4 cm3-mm/m2-24 hr.-Bar for PMMA, PS, and PVDF, respectively[68]. Based on

these values, it is expected that functionalized Pn will more photostable in PMMA

and PVDF than in PS.

The collected data from varying host polymers was also compared to data
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taken in PMMA with the addition of acceptor molecules. Most successful or-

ganic photovoltaic devices rely on efficient charge separation at donor-acceptor

bulk heterojunctions (BHJ). Nanoscale morphology of BHJs plays a critical role

in promoting charge photogeneration, and yet its characterization is not possible

with the required resolution using conventional techniques. Thus, our SMFS study

probes the donor-acceptor interactions on the nanoscale.

Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester(PCBM) and indenofluorene functional-

ized with TIPS (IF-TIPS) were used as acceptor molecules. These are good choices

for acceptor molecules for functionalized fluorinated Pn because the HOMO (high-

est occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital)

energy levels of PCBM and IF-TIPS are slightly lower than the HOMO and LUMO

levels for functionalized fluorinated Pn, so it is energetically favorable for either

energy transfer or electron transfer to the acceptor molecules. PCBM and IF-TIPS

are also non-fluorescent in the optical region being probed, and therefore will not

contribute to the fluorescence collected during SMFS experiments. Diagrams of

the molecules can be seen in Figure 4.1.

For high confidence in the collected experimental data, a variety of controls were

used in SMFS sample preparation. This process was developed to ensure that only

the molecule of interest is fluorescing during the imaging process. Glass coverslips

were soaked overnight in a solution of detergent and water and then sonicated

for 40 minutes in the detergent/water solution to ensure their cleanliness. Each

glass coverslip was rinsed thoroughly with deionized water, and dried under N2.

A subset of the glass coverslips were tested in the imaging set-up to confirm their
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Figure 4.1: Molecular structures of the materials used in single molecule flu-
orescence spectroscopy experiments. The fluorinated Pn (Pn-R-F8) and non-
fluorinated Pn (Pn-R) have can have either TIPS or TCHS side groups. The
molecules were hosted in one of the polymer matrices, PMMA, PVDF, PS, PVK
or t-bu BTBTB [58, 85, 22, 42].

cleanliness and that they were non-fluorescent under constant excitation. The

solvents used for both the host polymer and the molecules were also tested on

clean glass coverslips under the experimental imaging conditions to confirm their

cleanliness as well before use in the experiment. The same cleanliness checking was

done at every step of the sample preparation (coverslip, toluene, pristine PMMA

host, and acceptor-only samples) to ensure cleanliness.

To prepare the experimental samples, the host polymers, PMMA, PS, or PVK

were dissolved at a 1% wt into toluene. Stock solutions were also prepared with

the functionalized florinated Pn (Pn-R-F8) dissolved in toluene at concentrations
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of 10−9 − 10−11 M. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used as the solvent for both t-bu

BTBTB and Pn in the samples where t-bu BTBTB was used as the host material

since it made better films. The final solutions of Pn with host material were created

by mixing the solution of host polymer with the solution of functionalized Pn at a

ratio such that the Pn concentration was 10−12 M.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: An example of a blinking trace (a) and non-blinking trace (b).

When using acceptor molecules, both donor and acceptor molecules served as

guest molecules in a PMMA host. A fluorophore (Pn-TCHS-F8) concentration

of 3.4 × 10−10 M served as our baseline concentration (1×). Based on the molar

fraction of the acceptor and PMMA, the acceptor (TIPS-IF or PCBM) solution

was added to achieve varied average acceptor-acceptor spacings[18]. Data was

collected from donor-only samples at 1× and 2× donor concentrations, samples

where the donor concentration was held at 1× and the average acceptor-acceptor

spacing varied from 6 − 20 nm, and donor-acceptor samples where the average

acceptor-acceptor separation was 5 nm and varying concentrations of the donor

molecules (6 × −100× ).

After sonication to ensure homogeneity, the guest-host solution was spin-cast
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onto slides at 3000 rpm, or 2000 rpm for t-bu BTBTB, for 50 seconds. This spin

rate and solution concentration resulted in molecular spacing of ∼ 5µm on the

films, which is much larger than the ∼ 200 nm diffraction limit[73], with a film

thickness of 19 ± 2 nm as confirmed by AFM [18].

Unlike the other polymers, PVDF is a semi-crystaline polymer that has tunable

properties and low oxygen permeability, which is what makes it a promising host

for functionalized Pn[33, 68]. As seen in Figure 4.1, PVDF is a polymer chain that

has alternating pairs of hydrogen atoms and fluorine atoms attached to a chain of

carbons. Because flourine is so electronegative, this polymer chain is highly polar.

With the high stability and polarity of PVDF, there are only a few solvents it will

dissolve in, including dimethyl formamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).

After attempting to dissolve PVDF in DMSO, unsuccessfully, I finally succeeded

in creating a solution of PVDF in DMF by heating the solution.

In contrast to PVDF, Pn-TIPS-F8 and Pn-TCHS-F8 are both non-polar com-

pounds due to their high symmetry. The solutions they dissolve in are either

non-polar or only slightly polar, such as toluene, benzene, chlorobenzene. In an

attempt to make Pn-R-F8:PVDF films in the same way the other films were cre-

ated, using the process described above, I made multiple attempts to dissolve

functionalized Pn in DMF, without destroying the Pn-R-F8 molecules. Therefore

sample preparation for these samples were slightly different than the other SMFS

samples. PVDF was dissolved into DMF at a 1% wt. Due to the nature of PVDF

and DMF, the optical noise during the cleanliness checks, and the inability to mix

the solvents, higher concentrations of Pn-R-F8 solutions were needed. Pn-R-F8
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was dissolved in toluene at 10−7 M and then the samples were made through a

layering process. For both the bottom and top layer, 100 µM of DMF solution was

spincast onto the coverslip using a spin sequence of 300 rpm for 10 seconds, then

600 rpm for 3 seconds, and finally 1600 rpm for 1 minute. In between a layer of

Pn-R-F8 was formed by spincasting the solution at 600 rpm for 50 seconds. As

a control, a sample was made following this same procedure, but with PMMA in

DMF. The experiments performed on these (10−7 M) samples will be referred to

as ”quasi-SFMS” as compared to SFMS performed on ≤ 10−9 M samples. Note

that the samples for quasi-SFMS are considerably more dilute than the least con-

centrated guest-host films used in our semi-bulk studies of Ch. 2, which had 5 nm

average Pn spacing (about 10−2 M), whereas the single molecule spacing ranged

from 0.5 µm, for 10−7 M concentrations, to 5 µm for 10−10 M concentrations.

4.2.2 Imaging Experimental Design

The schematic for the basic experimental set-up can be seen in Figure 4.3. Single

molecule samples were imaged on an Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope using a

100x UPlanSApo (NA 1.4) oil objective. The sample was illuminated by a 633

nm HeNe laser or a 532 nm Nd:YVO4 cw source in wide field. A dichroic mirror

is used to direct the light to the sample and allows for the fluorescence from the

sample to pass through the mirror into the camera. Prior to entering the mirror,

the signal passed through an emission filter to remove any residual laser light. The

fluorescence images were collected by an Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled
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Device (EMCCD) camera, the Andor iXon EMCCD (DU-897). The EMCCD had

adjustable gain, to boost the signal, and was set to either x20 or x40, depending

on the experiment. Videos of 600 frames (with 100 milliseconds integration time)

were taken of each sample and then processed following the procedure outlined

below.

Figure 4.3: The experimental set-up for Single Molecule Spectroscopy. The sample
is placed on the objective in the microscope and illuminated by a 633 nm laser.
The fluorescence is collected by the Andor EMCCD and then processed by the
computer to extract fluorescence time traces.

4.2.3 Data Processing

4.2.3.1 Video Analysis

To extract the fluorescence of each molecule under optical excitation, the videos

needed to be processed. A set of custom MATLAB scripts, created and used previ-

ously in other SMFS experiments, were used to analyze the single molecule data in
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PMMA, PS, PVK and the samples with acceptors. The MATLAB scripts located

the fluorophores and created the fluorescence time trace for each fluorophore as de-

tailed in our previous work[19]. Time traces were selected for further analysis if the

trace exhibited a two-level behavior with a digital “on”-“off”/“off”-“on” switching,

with a threshold of three standard deviations above the average “off” count level.

The resulting traces were further sorted into two types, “non-blinkers”, which are

fluorophores that exhibited only one “on”-“off” event, and “blinkers”, which had

multiple “on”-“off” events.

Once sorted, the “on” and “off” times were extracted from the traces using

another custom MATLAB script, which found the time between each transition

and classified that time as either an “on” or an “off” time. The last “off” or “on”

time of each trace was discarded due to an uncertainty in their actual duration. The

“on” times and “off” times for “blinkers”, as well as “on” times for “non-blinkers”

were compiled in three separate lists.

4.2.3.2 Fitting Times to Distributions

To quantify the effects of the changes in environment, we want to analyze the

distributions of these “on” and “off” times. This can be done through probability

distributions, however, the probability density functions for this data is difficult

to fit because the data broadens toward the end. Using complementary cumula-

tive distribution function (CCDF) instead contained the same information as the

density function, but the data is cleaner and easier to fit. The complementary
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cumulative distribution function is the relationship between a given value, in this

case time, and the ratio of values that are greater than the given value. This is

found by finding the cumulative distribution function (CDF) first.

Figure 4.4: Example of CCDF and the corresponding fits. This is the “non-blinker”
“on” times for Pn-TIPS-F8 in PMMA.

The CDF S(t) was calculated directly from collected “on”or “off” times ti using

S(t) = 1
N

∑
i

ti ≤ t (4.1)

where N is the total number of “on”(“off”) events and t is a unique time in the set of

collected “on”(“off”) times. The complementary CDF (CCDF) is F (t) = 1 − S(t)
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and was the form used to fit the data. The CCDFs were fit using maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) and Klomogrorov-Smirnov (KS) test to various dis-

tribution functions (Figure 4.4)[65]. The KS test provides a p-value between zero

and one, which indicates how closely the data matches the distribution, with closer

matches having p-values closer to one.

The four CCDF distributions that were used were power-law, exponential,

Weibull, and lognormal. These are distributions that are commonly used for single

molecule data[19]. The CDF distributions S(t) are

SP L(t) = 1 −
(

t

tmin

)−α

(4.2)

SEXP (t) = 1 − eλt (4.3)

SW B(t) = 1 − exp(−t/β)A (4.4)

SLN(t) = 1
2erfc

(
− ln(t) − µ

σ
√

2

)
(4.5)

respectively, and the CCDF F (t) is calculated by F (t) = 1 − S(t). Note erfc is the

complementary error function. These four distributions were chosen because they

are common distributions used in other studies to quantify experimental changes.

For example, exponential distributions describe populations or systems that have

a single rate of increase or decrease. Power law distribution is also commonly used

to describe many physical systems that have distribution of rates.

Lognormal distributions are used to describe a very diverse number of systems,

particle distribution, time independent rates, and random independent variables[75,

65]. Specifically for SMFS, it has been used to describe the “off” time distribu-
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tion of back charge transfer and the “on” time distribution due to proton transfer

[38, 65, 80].

Weibull distributions are also used to describe a wide variety of situations,

including mechanical strength of materials and chemical reactions of distributed

activation energies[7, 5]. For example, the time-dependent Weibull rate k(t) can

be related to the activation energies by k = k0 exp[−Ea/RT ] where k0 is a pre-

exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant,

and T is the temperature. This is also related to the Weibull parameters by

k(t) = (A/λ)(t/λ)A−1, which means the activation energy can be written as

Ea = −RT [ln(A/(k0λ)) + (A − 1) ln(t/λ)] . (4.6)

Using this relationship, the distribution of energies for a given transition can be

found using

D(Ea) = PDF(t)|dt/dEa|. (4.7)

Combing equation 4.6 and the probability distribution function, PDF(t), which is

PDF(t) = (A/λ)(t/λ)A−1 exp[(−t/λ)A]. (4.8)

gives the equation of activation energy distribution of

D(Ea) = 1
RT

A

A − 1

(
t

λ

)A

e(t/λ)A

. (4.9)
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Thus, Weibull distribution fit parameters can be used to describe the shift in

activation energies.

As seen in equations 4.3 and 4.4, a Weibull distribution is a modified version

of a single exponential, where the rate of change is time dependent except in the

special case where A = 1. This has been used to describe the distribution of

“on” times of perylenediimide single molecules in PMMA, when SMFS was used

to measure the probability of radical ion pair intersystem crossing[65].

Using the fit parameters, the average “on” and “off” times (⟨τ⟩on/off ) were

calculated using the following formulas

Exponential ⟨τ⟩on/off = 1
λ

(4.10)

Weibull ⟨τ⟩on/off = βΓ(1 + 1/A) (4.11)

Lognormal ⟨τ⟩on/off = exp(µ + σ2

2 ) (4.12)

Where Γ is the Gamma function and λ, β, A, µ, and σ are the corresponding fit

parameters.

4.2.3.3 Quasi-SMFS processing

Due to the unique way that PVDF samples were created, the quasi-SMFS data was

slightly different than SMFS data collected from the previous samples. The bright

diffraction-limited spots in the video were not necessarily due to the emission of a

single fluorophore, but rather a mix of typical single molecule fluorophores, multi-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: Example of Single Molecule Data and Quasi-Single Molecule Data.
(a) The two level time traces that are looked for in single molecule data. In
traditional single molecule experiments, only these types of traces are analyzed.
For the layered single molecule samples, three other time traces are also analyzed.
They are multi-level discrete step traces (b), decay traces (d), and hybrid decay
and multi-step traces (c).

step fluorophores which had discreet transitions but multiple fluorescent levels,

traces that looked like exponential decay curves, and traces that were a mix be-

tween decay curves and multi-step fluorophores (see Figure 4.5). Because the ratio

between these types of “fluorophores” varied from spot to spot in the sample, all
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of the traces had to be analyzed and quantified. This was done with a custom

python script that I developed for this data (for more details see appendix B).

The script processed the data in a similar way to the Matlab script, as it took the

videos and located the fluorescent spots. It then found the time trajectory of each

spot by integrating counts of the grouped pixels for each spot and subtracting the

background.

Like the Matlab scripts, the traces were reviewed and either sorted into the

groups defined above or discarded if they contained noise that could not be ana-

lyzed. The analysis of the remaining traces consisted of fitting exponential decays

to the decay traces and finding the transition times and discrete fluorescence levels

for the traces that had steps. The decay traces were scaled to one and then fit to

e−kt, where k is the rate of decay. A modified version of change point detection

was used to find the “on” and “off” times for the traces with discrete steps. The

transition times were sorted into “on” and “off” time lists, converted to CCDFs

and then fit to distribution functions.

4.3 Results and Discussion

In order to understand the environmental dependance of the molecular photo-

physics, it is necessary to understand the causes of the blinking that is seen from

our molecules on the order of a few seconds to tens of seconds. Since the inte-

gration time of the EMCCD is 100 ms, the blinking that would be seen due to

intersystem crossing, which is on the order of microseconds, is not observed. Thus,
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the longer blinking that is observed must be due to other factors such as charge

transfer reactions, where the molecule is dark when in a charge-separated state, or

during photo-oxidation reactions, the reaction of the molecule with oxygen creates

a dark state, as seen in the literature [38, 8, 87]. In the case of our materials,

photo-oxidation is a prominent reaction and therefore the cause of blinking in

functionalized Pn SMFS experiments.

As mentioned in the sample preparation section, both Weibull and lognormal

distributions indicate that there is a distribution to the activation energies of the

processes that result in the molecule turning “on” or “off”. Since the measured

“on” and “off” times are on the order of tens of seconds, the processes that re-

sult in transitions between “on” and “off” times are not internal to the molecule.

Therefore, the processes can be visualized using Figure 4.6. In this model, the de-

tected emission occurs when there is a transition from the excited state (2) to the

ground state (1). The transition to the state 3 corresponds to the molecule turn-

ing “off”, which designates state 3 is a “dark” state. The transition rates between

these states (labeled k“original state” “new state” in the figure) depends on the molecule

and the nature of the “dark” state. Since the average “on” times for “blinkers” and

“non-blinkers” were similar, the pathway for turning “off” is also similar, which

agrees with other reports of organic molecules in polymer matrices[87, 28].

Once in the “dark” state, a “blinker” can return back to the ground state at a

rate k31 which determines the “off” time. If the molecule does not return to the

ground state within 10 minutes, it is considered “photobleached”, meaning that the

probability of the molecule spontaneously returning to the original ground state to
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Figure 4.6: Model of the states of molecules with intermittent fluorescence on the
order of 10 seconds.

resume it’s absorption and emission cycle is low. This could correspond to charge

transfer or product formation, or other processes which would significantly change

the molecule such that it has new optical properties. In this case, the process is

product formation, specifically EPO formation.

The photostability can also be quantified by measuring the number of photons

emitted over a molecule’s lifetime, which is named Ntot. The total number of

photons detected for a single molecule is calculated by integrating the time trace

without the background over the lifetime. This is augmented to find the Ntot for

multi-step spots by integrating for only a specific photon level. The change in the

histogram of Ntot provides insight into the photostability of the molecules.

The rate at which the molecules blink and photobleach changes with changes

in the environment and with the molecular structure as explained in the following

sections.
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4.3.1 SMFS Host and Side Group Dependence

In the single molecule experiments, fluorinated Pn derivatives with two side groups

in various hosts were measured. Both Pn-TIPS-F8 and Pn-TCHS-F8 were mea-

sured in PVK and PMMA, but only Pn-TCHS-F8 was measured in PS and t-bu

BTBTB. The data taken from the samples of Pn-TCHS-F8 and Pn-TIPS-F8 in

the various hosts shows the effects of side groups on photostability. In Figure 4.7

(b) the CCDFs of Pn-TIPS-F8 and Pn-TCHS-F8 in PVK and PMMA are plotted.

The difference in side group is very noticeable in PVK. Pn-TIPS-F8 has much

shorter “on” times than Pn-TCHS-F8 in PVK. This is more clearly seen in the

average “on” times calculated from the fit parameters, since the average “on” time

for Pn-TIPS-F8 is 31.7 seconds and the average “on” time for Pn-TCHS-F8 is

35.5 seconds. Although not a huge difference, it is large enough to be outside the

error of these calculations. This difference from the side groups agrees with the

data from high concentration experiments, as the larger Pn-TCHS-F8 side groups

are more protective of the backbone of the molecule.

Figure 4.7 (a) also shows the effects that the host polymer makes on the av-

erage “on” times and “off” times of Pn-TCHS-F8. PS is the least stable of the

four polymers, followed by PVK, t-bu BTBTB and finally PMMA. This agrees

with the average “on” (“off”) times that were calculated with the distribution fit

parameters (see table 4.2). Since 80−90% of the molecules don’t blink, most of the

analysis will focus on the “on” times of the non-blinking molecules, however when

discussed, the “on” and “off” times of blinking molecules only represent a small
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Polymer and Side Group Effects. The complimentary cumulative dis-
tribution (CCDF) of Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy (SMFS) of “non-
blinking” “on” times for (a) Pn-TCHS-F8 in four different polymers: Polystyrene
(PS), Poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK), Poly(methyl methacrylate)(PMMA), and
functionalized benzothiophene (t-bu BTBTB). Molecules in PS has smaller “on”
times, followed by t-bu BTBTB, PVK and then PMMA. Although different, the
distributions are quite close. Plot (b) shows the CCDF of “non-blinking” “on”
times of Pn-TCHS-F8 and Pn-TIPS-F8 in PVK. The distributions are very simi-
lar, however, the slight difference is enough to see it expressed in the fit paremeters.
As expected the “on” times are shorter for Pn-TIPS-F8 in PVK.

population of the data. When looking at the calculated average “on” times for

“non-blinker”, PMMA has the longest with an average time of ∼ 43.8 seconds fol-

lowed by PVK (35.3 seconds), t-bu BTBTB (35.3 seconds), and PS (28.7 seconds).

The “blinking” “on” times also agree with this order, except that t-bu BTBTB has

the shortest of the average “on” times at only 13.8 seconds. The short average “on”

time and the more even distribution of data points across all three classifications

indicates that t-bu BTBTB encourages more blinking in Pn-TCHS-F8 than the

other host polymers.

To gain insight into the physics for each data set, the data sets were fit to
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the four distributions and table 4.1 shows the p-values for those fits. Most of the

data has p-values that are quite low, which does not indicate a strong correlation.

However, the highest p-value for the majority of the samples was for the Weibull

distribution. Two of them had higher p-values for exponential: “blinker” “on”

times for Pn-TCHS-F8 in PVK and “non-blinker” “on” times for Pn-TCHS-F8:PS.

For these two cases, the p-value is quite low, and not that much larger than the

p-value for the Weibull fit. It is also worthwhile to note that for the Weibull fits,

the A value is around 1.2, which is close to 1, which is the special case when

a Weibull distribution becomes an exponential distribution. The combination of

these parameters is an indication that the data is not described completely by a

single decay rate.

Besides the exponential fits, three of the data sets had higher p-values for log-

normal distributions: “blinker” “on” times for Pn-TIPS-F8:PVK, “non-blinker”

“on” times for Pn-TCHS-F8:PVK and “blinker” “on” times for Pn-TCHS-F8 in

t-bu BTBTB. There is not a strong pattern to the data sets which fit the non-

Weibull distributions. Fortunately, both Weibull and Lognormal distributions are

used to describe a distribution of activation energies for chemical processes. From

these fit values we can calculate the average “on” or “off” time for each trace

type using equations 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12, as seen in table 4.2. It is of note that

the calculated “on” or “off” times are roughly the same value regardless of which

distribution’s fit parameters are used as seen in table 4.2 for the “Blinker” “off”

times of Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA. This can be seen for the “Blinker” “on” times

of Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA, where the p-values are all very close, so the fit values
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and average “on” times are included in the chart. The calculated values are within

one second of each other. Thus, regardless of the best fit, all of the distributions

agree on the average “on” or “off” times for each distribution.

Using the average “on” and “off” times, we can draw conclusions about the

effects of the polymer on the stability. The average “on” times for “non-blinkers”

are then 42 seconds for PMMA, 32 seconds for PVK, 30 seconds for t-bu BTBTB

and 29 seconds for PS. This is in agreement with the relationship between oxygen

permeability and diffusion coefficients in these matrices and the average “on” times

for molecules in these polymers which were discussed in Chapter 2 [55].

Additionally, the percentage of molecules that exhibit blinking increased from

13% in PMMA to 20% in PS. This suggests that on average even though the

reaction of the Pn-TCHS-F8 molecule with singlet oxygen is more probable in PS

(as manifested through shorter average “on” times) as compared to PMMA, the

EPO conversion back to the parent Pn-TCHS-F8 molecule (shorter “off” times) is

also more probable in PS, possibly due to enhanced oxygen diffusion in PS that

could promote singlet oxygen quenching.

This is in agreement with the ratio of “blinking” and “non-blinking” fluo-

rophores that are found in the data set. In all of the polymers except t-bu

BTBTB, the data heavily favors “non-blinker” molecules. For example, 88.5%

of fluorophores in the Pn-TIPS-F8:PVK samples were “non-blinkers” and 84% of

the fluorophores were “non-blinkers” for Pn-TCHS-F8:PVK samples (see statis-

tics in table 4.1. Since the average “on” times for both “blinkers” and “non-

blinkers” in all the polymers except for t-bu BTBTB is somewhere between a
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quarter (∼ 24 seconds) to almost half (∼ 43 seconds) of the video recording time

of 100 seconds, the probability of a molecule turning back “on” during the rest of

the video is small. Pn molecules in the t-bu BTBTB host on the other hand had

shorter “on” times, with the average “blinker” time being 13.8 seconds and the

average “non-blinker” time being 30.3 seconds.

4.3.2 Acceptor Dependence

As expected, adding acceptors decreased the number of fluorophores found in the

samples. Pn-TCHS-F8 experiences Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET),

when a Pn-TCHS-F8 molecule is within the transfer radius of an acceptor and when

the absorption spectra of the acceptor and the emission spectra of Pn-TCHS-F8

overlap, which is true for the acceptors used. When this is the case, the energy

from the excited Pn-TCHS-F8 can transfer to the acceptor instead of being emitted

as a photon, thus quenching the fluorescence of the molecule. Therefore, in the

experiment, these molecules would not show up as they would not be emitting

any photons. Because FRET decreases the number of visible Pn-TCHS-F8, the

addition of acceptors allows optically resolved samples of higher concentrations

of Pn-TCHS-F8 since the acceptors decrease the number of active fluorophores

while changing in the sample’s molecular landscape. For this to work correctly,

the acceptors must have a large enough spacing to not interact with each other,

but still be frequent enough that many Pn-TCHS-F8 are within the FRET radius.

The closest this spacing can be is ∼ 3 − 3.5 nm between each acceptor molecule.
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Host Molecule Type Number of
Times Weibull Exponential Log-

normal
Power

Law

P
V

K P
n-

T
IP

S-
F

8 “Blinker”
“on” times 9 0.335 0.234 0.933 0.037

“Blinker”
Off Times 8 0.9 0.182 0.574 0.0475

“Non-blinker”
“on” times 99 0.821 0 0.0185 0

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 “Blinker”

“on” times 19 0.283 0.441 0.0835 0.003

“Blinker”
Off Times 15 0.728 0.486 0.675 0.068

“Non-blinker”
“on” times 109 0.0545 0.022 0.172 0

P
M

M
A P
n-

T
IP

S-
F

8 “Blinker”
“on” times 3 0.6145 0.0625 0.245 0.017

“Blinker”
Off Times 4 0.8025 0.19 0.7645 0.0155

“Non-blinker”
“on” times 85 0.387 0 0 0

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 “Blinker”

“on” times 10 0.5185 0.0865 0.1165 0.004

“Blinker”
Off Times 121 0.6485 0.6295 0.686 0.0115

“Non-blinker”
“on” times 85 0.001 0 0.001 0

P
S

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 “Blinker”

“on” times 15 0.814 0.143 0.647 0.0295

“Blinker”
Off Times 25 0.594 0.305 0.352 0.052

“Non-blinker”
“on” times 108 0.154 0.251 0.038 0

B
T

B
T

B

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 ”Blinker”

“on” times 31 0.088 0.009 0.627 0.013

“Blinker”
Off Times 39 0.872 0.423 0.56 0

“Non-blinker”
“on” times 45 0.679 0.355 0.556 0

Table 4.1: p-values for “non-blinker” “on” times. The values of significance are
highlighted in yellow. Notice that most of the data sets fit well to a Weibull
distribution and none of them fit to a Power Law distribution.
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Fit Parameters Average Time

Host Molecule Type Fit Type λExp, βW eib,
µLN

AW eib, σLN ⟨τ ⟩on/off

P
V

K P
n-

T
IP

S-
F

8 ”Blinker”
“on” times Lognormal 2.5 0.73 15.9

”Blinker”
Off Times Weibull 18.2 1.81 16.2

”Non-blinker”
“on” times Weibull 35.4 1.61 31.7

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 ”Blinker”

“on” times Exponential 0.0412 24.3

”Blinker”
Off Times Weibull 21.8 1.24 20.3

”Non-blinker”
“on” times Lognormal 3.14 0.92 35.3

P
M

M
A

P
n-

T
IP

S-
F

8 ”Blinker”
“on” times Weibull 31.8 6.42 29.6

”Blinker”
Off Times Weibull 37.4 2.49 33.2

”Non-blinker”
“on” times Weibull 51.1 1.94 45.3

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 ”Blinker”

“on” times Weibull 27.3 1.59 24.5

”Blinker”
Off Times

Weibull 39.8 1.32 36.6
Exponential 0.0274 36.5
Lognormal 3.26 0.85 37.4

”Non-blinker”
“on” times

Weibull 47.2 1.67 42.2
Lognormal 3.49 0.81 45.5

P
S

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 ”Blinker”

“on” times Weibull 24.1 1.49 21.8

”Blinker”
Off Times Weibull 27.3 1.18 25.8

”Non-blinker”
“on” times Exponential 0.0348 28.7

B
T

B
T

B

P
n-

T
C

H
S-

F
8 ”Blinker”

“on” times Lognormal 2.36 0.73 13.8

”Blinker”
Off Times Weibull 35.1 1.27 32.6

”Non-blinker”
“on” times Weibull 32.5 1.25 30.3

Table 4.2: The fit parameters for the largest p-value distribution for each sample
type. The parameters were used to calculate the average “on” or “off” time based
on the equations 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12
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Another noticeable difference with the addition of acceptors was a consistent

increase in blinking. In Pn-TCHS-F8 1× donor-only concentration samples only

∼ 10 − 14% of molecules are “blinkers”. This number increases to over 50% when

acceptors are added to the sample at a spacing of less than 8 nm apart from other

acceptor molecules. This indicates that the addition of acceptors changes the im-

mediate environment of Pn-TCHS-F8 molecules, which affects their photophysics.

Once the data was collected of Pn-TCHS-F8 and acceptor molecules at a variety

of spacings, the fluorescence time trajectories for “nonblinkers” and “blinkers” were

analyzed. The long integration time of 100 milliseconds used in data collection

processes like microsecond time-scale blinking (e.g., due to the intersystem crossing

(ISC)) is not detected. This means that the molecule appears to be “on” even after

the ISC from S1 to T1 occurred, provided it is then followed by a cyclic process

of relaxation, re-excitation, and emission. This means that “blinking” events seen

in the fluorescence time traces are related to longer time-scale processes. The

“on” and “off” time durations are at least 3 seconds and are ∼ 20 − 40 seconds

on average, as seen in Figure 4.2. Processes involving long “off” times, which

correspond to long-lived dark states, have been previously attributed to either

charge transfer reactions or to photo-oxidation reactions[38, 8, 87]. Charge transfer

reactions are when a fluorescent molecule temporarily becomes a non-fluorescent

ion, which means that the dark state is charge-separated. In contrast, photo-

oxidation reactions are when a fluorescent molecule reacts with oxygen, which

creates the dark state.

From the observed “on” (for “blinkers” and “nonblinkers”) and “off” (for “blink-
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ers”) time durations, the complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs)

were calculated directly from the experimental data. The data were compiled for

ensembles of 150-350 fluorophores, depending on the acceptor concentration. Fig-

ure 4.8 shows examples of CCDFs of “on” and “off” time intervals, exhibiting

shorter average “on” and longer average “off” time durations with the addition of

acceptors.

Figure 4.8: Example of CCDFs when acceptors are added, with the average “on”
times shifting lower and the average “off” times shifting higher with the addition
of acceptors.

Statistical p-tests were used to identify the most probable distribution which

describes the CCDF data. In most samples, the CCDFs for the “on” time durations
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in “nonblinkers” were best described by the Weibull function. For example, the

“on” time CCDFs in a donor-only sample had a p-value of 0.93 and the p-value for

a donor-acceptor sample with 5 nm spaced acceptors was 0.48, with the p-values

of all other distributions tested yielding p ≤ 0.03. The Weibull fit parameters were

used to find the average “on” times, which showed a decrease from 32 ± 1 seconds

in donor-only samples to 14 ± 1 seconds in donor-acceptor samples at average

acceptor-acceptor separation of 5 nm. As seen in table 4.3 it is the Weibull scaling

parameter β that changes with the addition of acceptor, while the parameter A

had slight variation, but remained close to ∼ 1.4. The “on” times in “blinkers”

were similar to those in “nonblinkers” in most samples but fit parameters A and

β were slightly different, with both parameters having a larger range. Just as

in “nonblinkers”, the average “on” time for “blinkers” decreased upon acceptor

addition.

The last fluorophore group, “off” times for “blinkers”, had the best fits to

Weibull distribution, as indicated by the p-tests, though a few of the samples

fit better to lognormal distributions. The average “off” times calculated from fit

parameters (as seen in table 4.3) demonstrates an increase in the average “off”

time as acceptor is added from 22 seconds in donor-only samples to 38 seconds

in donor-acceptor samples with an acceptor spacing of 5 nm. In contrast to the

“on” times, the A fit parameter increases with added acceptor as does the Weibull

scaling parameter β.

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the change in the “on” and “off”

times is related to effects of the molecular structure and environmental factors on
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Fit Parameters Average Time
CCDF
Type Sample Type βW eib, (µLN ) AW eib, (σLN ) ⟨τ ⟩on/off

N
on

-b
lin

ke
rs

“o
n”

Donor-only

1.34 34.3 31.5
1.3 35.2 32.5

1.47 34.8 31.5
1.48 31.3 28.3
1.52 39.4 35.3

20 nm IF-TIPS 1.47 29.8 27
10 nm IF-TIPS 1.44 33.1 30
9 nm IF-TIPS 1.55 40.2 36.1
8 nm IF-TIPS 1.57 39.7 35.6
6 nm IF-TIPS 1.39 26.2 23.9

5 nm IF-TIPS

1.3 21.4 19.8
1.54 10.1 9.1
1.4 14.8 13.5

1.27 15.8 17.6

B
lin

ke
rs

”o
n”

Donor-only

1.79 37.8 33.6
1.56 36.9 33.1
1.62 31.7 28.4
1.91 41.2 36.6
1.88 34.1 30.3

20 nm IF-TIPS 1.93 36.2 32.1
10 nm IF-TIPS 1.8 41.7 37.1
9 nm IF-TIPS 1.59 37.7 33.8

5 nm IF-TIPS

1.19 15.7 14.8
1.46 15.3 13.9
1.34 14.7 13.5
1.31 13.7 12.7

B
lin

ke
rs

”o
ff

” Donor-only

1.09 25.8 25
1.2 22.7 21.3

1.11 23.4 22.5
1.09 15 14.5
1.02 24.5 24.3

-0.89 -2.67 -21.5

20 nm IF-TIPS 1.15 22.1 21.1
-0.89 -2.64 -20.9

8 nm IF-TIPS 1.26 31.2 29
7 nm IF-TIPS 1.2 29 27.3
5 nm IF-TIPS 1.52 42 37.9

Table 4.3: The fit parameters for the largest p-value distribution for each sample
type. The parameters were used to calculate the average “on” or “off” time based
on the equations 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12
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photo-oxidation and product formation, specifically EPO formation. Since the

“on” and “off” times fit either a Weibull or lognormal distribution, this indicates

that the transition rates between the “on” and “off” states are not fixed. If these

rates were fixed, then the distribution of times would fit a single exponential.

This indicates that there is a distribution of activation energy for the molecule

to interact with oxygen and both form EPO and return to the ground state from

EPO formation. With the addition of acceptors, the activation energy distribution

decreases for transitions into EPO, but it increases for the return to the ground

state. The distribution of the energy is due to the way the molecule sits in the

sample. As mentioned in previous chapters, how the side groups sit with respect to

the backbone of the molecule determines how well protected the molecule is from

degradation. In single molecule sample, each molecule will have a slightly different

orientation, which affects how well the side groups are protecting the molecule. The

addition of the acceptors changes the film morphology, and encourages molecular

orientations which are more vulnerable to EPO formation.

4.3.3 Quasi-SMFS

Because of the unique sample preparation for the quasi-SMFS samples, the data

collected was different than the data that is traditionally collected in SMFS. Flu-

orescence time traces were analyzed for the bright spots on the film that either

had a fluorescence decay curve, transitions between quantized fluorescence levels

(where the fluorescence time traces have distinct “steps” when the spot decreases
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in fluorescence), or hybrid, which have both a decay aspect as well as quantized

fluorescence levels (see Figure 4.5 for examples). The samples of Pn-TCHS-F8

in PVDF had 72 traces with 22 of them being traces with quantized fluorescence

levels, 21 traces are decays, and 29 are hybrid traces. The sample of Pn-TIPS-F8

in PMMA that was made using the same process had 112 traces with 60 quantized

fluorescence levels, 31 decay traces, and 21 hybrid traces. Once these traces were

classified, the progressing program collected data from each trace either by fitting

the data to a single exponential function Ae−b∗t, which was done for both decay

traces and hybrid traces, or by extracting the “on” or “off” times for each tran-

sition between quantized fluorescence levels, which was done for both the hybrid

traces and the ones that only had these quantized levels. The “on” and “off” times

were sorted based on what type of trace they originated from. Times from traces

that had more than two fluorescence levels (one “on” and one “off” level), were

classified as multi-step times. Whereas, the times that originated from a two level

system were considered traditional SMFS times.

Just as was done in the previous SMFS experiments, the “on” and “off” times

for both the multi-step traces and the traditional SMFS traces were sorted into

“blinkers” and “non-blinkers”. Unfortunately, the number of “blinkers” for both

multi-step and traditional SMFS were less than five out of the 184 fluorescence

trajectories analyzed. This means that there is not enough “off” times for any

analysis and that all the “on” times are effectively “non-blinker” “on” times. Thus,

all the analysis of this data will exclusively discuss the “non-blinker” “on” times,

which we will call “on” times.
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Figure 4.9: “Non-blinker” “on” times for Pn-TIPS-F8 in PMMA in both the lay-
ered sample and the non-layered sample, which was created using solution which
included polymer and molecule. The distribution is nearly identical, with slight
variation likely due to the size of the data sets (58 points for layered vs 85 for
non-layered). This indicates that this variation in sample preparation does not
significantly affect the molecular stability.

Once the data was sorted, the traditional SMFS step size was compared to the

step size of the “multi-step” traces. The step size is the amount of fluorescence

lost in one of the quantized steps. Figure 4.10 shows a comparison of the step

sizes of the data collected from PMMA and PVDF. The histograms, (a) and (c),

show the population of “on” times depending on their corresponding step-size.

The distributions look fairly similar with none of the sample types or trace types

favoring either smaller or larger steps.
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The scatter plots in Figure 4.10, (b) and (d), were used to find the correlation

between “on” time and step size. A trend on this plot would indicate that there

was a correlation between how long the fluorescence lasted and the brightness of

the fluorescence. The lack of trend is a sign that the data encompasses a wide

population of molecules.

Before any further analysis is done, the sample of Pn-TIPS-F8:PMMA using

the layered sample preparation is compared to the “non-blinker” “on” times of

Pn-TIPS-F8:PMMA using the original sample preparation that was discussed in

the Host Dependence section of this chapter. Figure 4.9 shows the CCDF of these

two data sets. The data sets appear almost identical, with the slight variation

likely due to the difference in the number of data points used to create the CCDF

(58 points for layered vs 85 for non-layered). This is further supported by the fits

to the distributions. While neither of them have high p-values for the fits, they

both have the highest p-values for the Weibull distribution. The Weibull fit values

are very close (β = 51.1 and A = 1.92 for non-layered and β = 49.9 and A = 2

for layered), which means that the calculated average “on” time is 45.3 seconds

for non-layered and 44.1 seconds for layered. The close alignment of these data

sets indicates that the original SMFS traces found in the layered samples are in

fact, single molecules. This also indicates that the different methods of sample

preparation used here are not a significant factor in the molecular performance.

This data set of Pn-TIPS-F8 in layered PMMA acts as a reference for the rest

of the data sets in this experiment. In particular, it is a reference point for the

other “on” times collected. Looking at the data for the multi-step traces of Pn-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10: Comparison of step-size for traditional SMFS and “multi–step” in
Pn-TCHS-F8 in PVDF ((a) and (b)) and in Pn-TIPS-F8 in PMMA ((c) and (d)).
The histograms, (a) and (c), shows the number of “on” times with heights in
a given range. The scatter plots, (b) and (d), shows the “on” times with their
corresponding step size. This plot was used to determine if there was a relationship
between how much fluorescence was lost and the length of time the fluorescence
was active.

TIPS-F8 layered in PMMA, shows that the “on” times are slightly smaller than

the traditional SMFS “on” times (see Figure 4.11). It also fits best to a Weibull

distribution, with fit parameters β = 40.3 and A = 1.56, which has an average “on”

time of 36.2 seconds. This is 17% smalller than the layered Pn-TIPS-F8 in PMMA
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and the traditional non-layered Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA, which makes sense when

comparing the fluorescence time traces. In order for there to be multiple steps in

a single trace, the transitions between levels must be spread out far enough that

they can be distinguished, which leads to a higher probability that the transitions

will occur closer to the beginning of the trace.

Both the Weibull fit and the shorter average “on” times for the multi-step

traces have interesting physical implications. Weibull distributions have been used

to describe chemical reactions when there is a distribution in the activation energy.

This is seen in equation 4.4 as the traditional transition rate β is now affected by

the exponential term A. Since the multi-step traces indicate that there are multiple

molecules at that spot, having multiple molecules increases the chance of decay and

decreases the fluorescence lifetime for the molecules. In terms of EPO formation,

multiple molecules clustered together would decrease the fluorescence lifetime. The

first step in EPO formation is the creation of a reactive oxygen, followed by that

oxygen diffusing until it finds a molecule to react with and form EPO. When

molecules are clustered, the amount of time needed for reactive oxygen to find a

molecule to react with decreases because there are more molecules nearby. This

decreases the lifetimes of the molecules. There is also the increase in probability

of photodimerization. Since multiple molecules sit inside the diffraction limit, it

is possible that some of the molecules inside the clusters will form dimers. With

these clusters, a second degradation pathway is available, which would increase

how quickly the molecules turn off. The blinking statistics of the small aggregates

could also be affected by singlet fission, from a correlated triplet pair of adjacent
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molecules, if the molecules are close enough. However, it has not been determined

if this happens at the single molecule level.

Figure 4.11: CCDFs for Quasi-single molecules in PMMA and PVDF with the
corresponding Weibull fits. There was not enough single molecule data for a sig-
nificant CCDF in PVDF.

This same trend of multi-step traces having shorter “on” times than traditional

SMFS is found in Pn-TCHS-F8 in PVDF. Both of the data sets fit to Weibull

distributions with their fit values being β = 33.8 and A = 1.59 with an average

time of 30.3 seconds for traditional SMFS and β = 23.4 and A = 1.22 with an

average time of 21.6 seconds for multi-step. Not only is multi-step faster in it’s

degradation rates, but the rates for both multi-step and traditional SMFS in PVDF

are faster than in PMMA. It is also worth noting that the number of traditional
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SMFS traces was very small, with a sample size of 7. This indicates that in PVDF

almost all of the molecules are clustered and that PVDF is not as protective as

PMMA.

This is supported by the decay traces. When fit to an exponential function, the

decay rate ranges from b = 0.031 s−1 to b = 0.307 s−1 with a mean of b = 0.106 s−1

for decays in PVDF. From these fit parameters, we can find the half-life of the decay

by using ln(2)/b, wich means the average half-life for PVDF is 8.74 seconds. In

contrast, the fit values for PMMA range from b = 0.0023 s−1 to b = 0.233 s−1 with

a mean of b = 0.063 s−1, which results in a average half-life of 15.64 seconds. So

all three types of traces have smaller average “on” times in PVDF than the traces

of Pn in PMMA. This is in agreement with the higher concentration thin-film

experiments discussed in Chapter 2.

The SMSF experiment provides some physical insight into the reasoning behind

this faster decay. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the relationship between the oxygen

permeability and the stability of a host polymer is correlated [55]. Since PMMA

has an oxygen permeability of 4.8 cm3-mm/m2-24 hr.-Bar and PVDF has a per-

meability of 5.4 cm3-mm/m2-24 hr.-Bar [68], values which are close enough to each

other that is reasonable to expect similar behavior from the molecules they would

host. However, this is not what is seen experimentally. This strong discrepancy is

likely due to the huge difference in polarity between PMMA and PVDF. Specifi-

cally, the non-polar functionalized Pn is going to behave differently in polar PVDF

than it would in non-polar PMMA. This was seen when attempting to make PVDF

samples using the same process as PMMA samples – the functionalized Pn would
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not dissolve into the same solvents and therefore a new process had to be created.

Despite this new process, the data shows that it was not statistically favorable for

the functionalized Pn to mix evenly throughout the PVDF, since almost all the

bright spots were not single molecules, but rather aggregates.

This is likely due to the nonuniform nature of PVDF. PVDF films also has four

different forms which are either more crystalline or more amorphous depending on

the sample preparation [66]. Based on the method of our sample preparation, the

PVDF films have a combination of phases, specifically the γ and α phase. The

α phase has chain conformation that alternates between two molecular confor-

mations, whereas the γ has chains with more of the molecules in one particular

conformation[66]. The results of these phases is that the PVDF film is nonuniform.

The nonuniformity of PVDF is seen in our data as there is high spot-to-spot

variation in our single molecule traces. This is also seen in our higher concentration

thin film data where each of the film spots had a slightly different decay time

(see Chapter 2). The effects of multiple phases present in the thin film leads to

variations in other properties, for example, in PVDF, there is a wide range of

dielectric constants within a film due to the multiple phases present [23]. As seen

in the donor-acceptor SMFS studies, small changes in morphology can have a large

effect on the stability of functionalized Pn.

Despite having a low oxygen permeability, PVDF as a host polymer is a less

photostable environment for functionalized Pn. A major reason for this is the high

polarity of PVDF. Since functionalized Pn is nonpolar, the two materials do not

mix well. This leads to higher aggregates and low bonding and interaction between
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the polymer and functionalized Pn, unlike PMMA, which can form protective

bonds with functionalized Pn. This also causes the functionalized Pn to aggregate,

which leads to higher probabilities of both dimerization, as the probability of

dimerization increases with the increase in concentration, and EPO formation.

Because EPO formation is a two step reaction, the first to create the reactive

oxygen and the second to bond with the reactive oxygen, film regions with higher

concentrations decrease the amount of time the diffusion driven reactive oxygen

takes to find a functionalized Pn molecule to bond with. This is similar to what

happens in solution with Chlorobenzene as the polarity of the solution increases

the photodegradation.

4.4 Conclusions

Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy experiments provide insight into the

environmental and molecular factors that affect EPO formation in Pn-R-F8. The

only non-environmental parameter that was tested was the effect of side groups on

EPO formation. In agreement with the higher concentration studies, Pn-TCHS-F8

has much higher “on” times in comparison to Pn-TIPS-F8, when hosted by the

same polymer. This shows that larger side groups are better at protecting the

molecular backbone from binding with reactive oxygen.

The effects of two environmental factors were tested: host polymer and ac-

ceptor addition. In agreement with the study done by Hubert Piwoński, et. al.

the stability of Pn-TCHS-F8 is related to the oxygen permeability of the host
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polymer[55]. This was seen in the samples of PMMA, PVK and PS. PMMA has

the lowest oxygen permeability, followed by PVK and PS and the average “on”

time for Pn-TCHS-F8 in these hosts followed the exact opposite ranking. How-

ever, the relationship between oxygen permeability and “on” times was not seen in

quasi-SMFS experiments with PVDF, as Pn-TCHS-F8 degraded quickly despite

the low oxygen permeability. This is due to the low mixing of Pn-TCHS-F8 in the

PVDF films due to the difference in polarity. Since PVDF and Pn-TCHS-F8 do

not mix well, Pn-TCHS-F8 clusters when hosted in PVDF, which results in higher

photo-oxidation, since the diffusion lengths are shorter, and higher dimerization,

since the molecules are closer together. The difference in polarity also eliminates

the protective polymer-molecule interactions that occur with same polarity hosts

and molecules.

Adding acceptor molecules to the polymer also affected EPO formation. Adding

acceptor molecules naturally decreased the number of fluorophores fluorescing, as

some of them were close enough to acceptor molecules and were therefore transfer-

ring their energy via FRET. However, the addition of acceptors also changed the

blinking dynamics of the fluorescing molecules because the change in the film mor-

phology affected how much free volume was available for the Pn molecule and the

reactive oxygen it produced. Higher density films cause the Pn-TCHS-F8 to sit in

the film in orientations that were more conducive to oxygen interaction and EPO

formation. This means that for donor-acceptor film development, care must be

taken to optimize the morphology to prevent rapid degradation of Pn-TCHS-F8.

The SMFS experiments showed that EPO formation was occurring and that
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the effects we were seeing in the higher concentration films also appear on the

single molecule level.
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Chapter 5: Molecular State Modeling of Photodegradation Using

Monte Carlo Modeling Simulations

5.1 Introduction

While the experimental data characterizes the environmental factors that affect the

photostability of functionalized Pn, it does not completely illuminate the physics

of the interaction. In order to better understand the photophysical processes that

are incorporated in the experimentally measured fluorescence time trajectories as

discussed in Chapter 4, I computationally modeled the physical process occurring

in each molecule. The simulation used a multi-state model and ran using a Monte

Carlo process to simulate the excited state dynamics of individual molecules. The

simulation incorporated the experimental parameters, and produced data similar

to the experimental data so that both experimental and simulated data sets could

be processed the same way. Modeling the system in this way allowed us to connect

parameters extracted from experimental data with the physical interactions that

were occurring.
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5.2 Previous Models

In 2004, Shinya Maenosono published a study which used Monte Carlo simulations

to model the luminescence properties of quantum dots. The model consisted of

three electron states: the ground state, the excited state, and a “dark” third state.

The “dark” state represented all the potential trapped states for the quantum

dot. The model used rates between states to determine when transitions between

states was to happen as the simulation moved forward in time. Since the transition

between the excited state and the ground state is radiative, the emission intensity

is collected during the simulation and compared to the emission of the quantum

dots. The emission over time from the simulation has fluctuations, where the

intensity shifts from bright to dark and it looks like it is “blinking”[36].

Emission spectra with slow “blinking” (∼ 10 seconds) is a characteristic of

single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy. Other research groups began using this

three level Monte Carlo simulation to model “blinking” materials or systems[81,

80, 6]. In particular, through Monte Carlo modeling, correlations could be drawn

between the changes in the statistical distributions of the times that molecules were

emissive (“on”) or nonemissive (“off”) and the changes in transition rates between

states, which correlated with physical properties. For example, in the paper by

Natalie Z. Wong, et al, the lognormal distribution of “on” times in Rhodamine

G6 and Rhodamine B, was correlated with a distribution of activation energies

between the excited state and the dark triplet state of these materials[80].

The similarity between the data seen in the literature and the data collected
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from single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (SMFS) experiments discussed in

Chapter 4, motivated the development of a Monte Carlo simulation for functional-

ized Pn. The three level system and tradition rates found in these studies was the

foundation for the model, and modifications were made to align the model with

experimentally determined parameters and through iterations of data simulation.

Figure 5.1: The Finalized Model. This diagrams the four states that exist within
the final model, including the ground state S0 or state 1, the excited state S1 or
state 2, the dark state or state 3, and the photobleached state or state “out”. The
associated rates of transitioning between states is also indicated, with the subscript
on each rate corresponding to the state of origin followed by the destination state.

5.3 Model Development and Simulation Procedure

The model was written in Python and was written to simulate one molecule at a

time. To collect a batch of data (∼ 100 traces), the physics department computer

lab was used as a computational cluster. During evenings and weekends, when the

lab had little to no use, a Bash script was initiated to run the Python code on

each computer in the lab with the chosen parameters and the resulting data was
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stored on the main server computer. After completion, the code was run a second

or third time on a given computer until the predetermined number of total runs

was reached.

The model represents the possible electronic states that contribute to fluores-

cence time trajectories measured in our experiments. In order to determine the

electron states that are preferred and the relationship between the transitions to

those states and what is seen experimentally, we can simulate the electron tran-

sitions to created data similar to what is seen experimentally. To model this, the

simulation had to move through time and allow the electron to transition between

states.

Figure 5.2: Comparison of Simulated Data to Experimental Data. The experi-
mental data (a) was taken of single molecule Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA from the
acceptor data set as discussed in Chapter 4. The simulation data was taken from
a data set with transition rates of k12 = 1.1 × 106, k23 = 5 × 104, k21 = 9.1 × 107,
k31 = 0.01, k34 = 0.01.

Since the single molecule experiments are run for 100 seconds, the simulation

also runs until 100 seconds of data was produced. Because many of the transitions

happen at very short time scales, the simulation uses a one nanosecond time step.
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Choosing the correct time step is critical to the success of this simulation, since it

is used to calculate the probability of transition between states. If the time step is

too big, the probability will always be larger than one, which means the transition

will always occur, and the fine details of the simulation are lost. A time step that

is too small, will take significantly more computation time without providing any

new information. To find the balance, I used the time step that was the same size

as the fastest transition. In this case, previous studies have shown that the lifetime

of the excited state for functionalized Pn is on the order of nanoseconds, with all

the other transitions taking much longer. Therefore, I chose a nanosecond time

step. This is in agreement with other single molecule Monte Carlo models[81].

Each nanosecond, the simulation checks to see if the electron transitions from

its current state to another available state. To determine if a transition can occur,

the simulation calculates the product of the transition rate (kij) with the time step

(∆t). This calculated value is the probability that the transition will occur and,

for this simulation, should be between zero and one when using a nanosecond time

step.

With the probability of transition lower than one, the simulation uses a Monte

Carlo process to determine the success of the transition. A random number is

chosen between zero and one. If kij∆t is larger than the random number then

the electron transitions to the new state. Otherwise, the electron remains in the

same state. If a given state has more than one available state to transition into,

this transition process is divided into two steps. First, the simulation determines

if the electron leaves the current state. This can be found by calculating the
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product of the time step (∆t) with the sum of all available transition rates from

the current state (kij + kim + kin + ...). As outlined previously, the product is

compared to a randomly chosen number between zero and one to determine if the

electron leaves the state. Once the electron has successfully ‘left’ the state, the

simulation determines which state it moves to by calculating the probability of

the molecule entering each state and comparing that to a random number. Since

the first transition to pass the test is the chosen new state, the testing is done in

ascending probability.

As the simulation steps through each nanosecond time, it tracks the current

molecular state as well as the florescence events. The transition from S1 to S0

can be both radiative and non-radiative. If during the simulation the radiative

transition succeeds, a photon is added to the emission count. As described in

Chapter 4, in the Single Molecule Fluorescence experiments, the integration time

for data collection is 0.1 seconds. Therefore, this was the time used to bin the

collected photons for the simulated data. Every 0.1 seconds the photon count was

added to the fluorescence list and then the counter was reset to zero for the next

bin period. After the simulation was run, the plotted list of binned data, which

was the florescence time trace of the molecule, looks similar to the experimental

data that was collected (see Figure 5.3).

Once the code was written to model the time traces, it was important to use

the correct transition rates. Some of the transition rates can be determined us-

ing experimental information, while others are much more difficult to determine.

Other studies that used this approached, used a combination of experimentally
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Figure 5.3: Simulation Data. The simulation creates fluorescent time traces (left)
that look similar to the experimental data from the single molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy experiments. The “on” and “off” times are extracted from the set of
time traces and are converted into complementary cumulative distribution func-
tions (CCDF) and fit to common distributions (right).

determined transition rates and computationally determined transition rates[81].

For example, the transition from the ground state to the excited state is dependent

on the molecule absorbing a photon, and therefore this is dependent on the laser

power. The rate at which the molecule returned to the ground state after turning

off k31 was not information that we had experimentally probed and therefore was

determined using computational testing.

It is also worthwhile to note that some of the transition rates were, by nature,

variable while other transition rates were fixed. Since this computational model

was specifically used to understand how the statistics of the ensemble changed as

the environment changed, some of the rates were varied to determine the corre-

lation between the changes of transitions between states and the changes in the
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experiment. For example, both the transitions k12 and k21 are fixed transition

rates. The rate k21 is dependent on the fluorescence quantum yield and fluores-

cence lifetimes, which are fixed characteristics. Likewise, the k12 rate is dependent

on variables that are constant to either the molecule itself, like absorption cross-

section, or are fixed for the experiment, like laser power.

The model was developed while data was being collected for the single molecule

fluorescence spectroscopy experiments where acceptor was added (see Chapter 4),

so those experimental values were used. The experimentally determined transition

rates were determined as follows. Transition k12 was calculated using the laser

power, wavelength, molecular absorption cross section, and laser spot size on sam-

ple. The power for the λ = 633 nm laser was P = 850 µW measured at the sample,

with a spot with radius of rspot = 50 µm. The molecular absorption cross section

for functionalized Pn is amol = 8.49 × 10−20. Therefore, the amount of rate at

which the photons interact with the molecule is calculated by taking the product

of the photon rate from the laser (Power/Energy or Power/(h*c/wavelength)) and

multiplying it by the ratio of molecular absorption cross section to the laser spot

area.

tphoton = λP

hc

amol

πr2
spot

= 2.92 × 104 photons/s (5.1)

Since the molecule of study, functionalized Pn, cannot transition into the excited

state without absorbing a photon in this experiment, this is the transition rate k12.

It is worthwhile to note that while this was the rate I used for my later simulations,
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originally I started with the rate of 1.1 × 106 s−1 since that was the value being

used in some of the literature, and it was an easy value to use to test the simulation

functionality during development.

Similarly, the transition for k21 can be calculated using fluorescence lifetime of

high concentration Pn-TCHS-F8 in PMMA, which is 11.7 ns and the fluorescence

lifetime of Pn-TCHS-F8 in toluene, which is 11.7 ns [71]. The fluorescence lifetime

is the time between the excitation and the emission of a photon for a given molecule,

which is the inverse of the k21 transition rate[71]. Since both the fluorescence

lifetime values were found for high concentration Pn-TCHS-F8 films and not single

molecule films, these values provide a baseline for what rates to start with, which

was 9.1 × 108 s−1. As the simulation progressed, the k21 rate was refined based on

the data produced.

The fluorescence quantum yield is the ratio of number of emitted photons to

number of absorbed photons and was also used to calculate rates. Since it is the

ratio of the number of emitted photons to the number of absorbed photons, this

ratio can be rewritten in terms of transition rates. Since the quantum yield is 0.82,

this means that for every 100 photons that are absorbed, 82 of them are emitted

as fluorescence and the remaining 18 decay through one or more alternative paths.

Since the number of photons emitted in a given time, ∆T , is equal to k21∆T , the

fluorescence quantum yield can be written as

ΦF = k21∆T∑
i k2i∆T

= k21∑
i k2i

(5.2)
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This provides a relationship between the k21 rate and any other decay rates. Based

on the model that is being used, there are a minimum of two pathways of decay from

the excited state S1 to S0 is two: one for the fluorescent path and one for the dark

state. This dark state is a longer lifetime state and is the cause of the dark “off”

times in fluorescence time traces. However, based on the experimental data, if the

transition to the dark state happened 18%, then on average the transition to the

dark state should occur for every six absorbed photons, or every 6/k12 = 0.205 ms.

Since the experimental data exhibits transitions to the dark state on the order of

10’s of seconds, there must be a third decay pathway available. The third pathway

is a non-radiative pathway that is labeled k21n and is a direct transition between

the excited state S1 to the ground state S0.

Using a similar methodology and the average amount of time before the Pn-

TCHS-F8 molecules transition into the dark state from the experimental data,

the approximate k23 can be calculated. Experimentally, the average amount of

time before Pn-TCHS-F8 transitions to the dark state (also known as the “on”

time) is 43.8 seconds. Since each molecule is interacting with photons at a rate of

2.92 × 104 photos/s, then on average, there are 1.279 × 106 photons that interact

with a molecule before the transition to the dark state. This means that the

transition between S1 and the dark states happens 7.82 × 10−5% of the time. The

rate of transition between the excited state S1 to the dark states can be found by

recognizing that the ratio of k21 to it’s percentage of probability, 82%, must equal

the ratio of k23 to it’s percentage of probability, 7.82 × 10−5%. Thus, the initial

k23 rate is 868 s−1.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.4: Different types of simulation fluorescence time traces based on changes
in transition rates. The rates are k12 = 1.1 × 106, k23 = 1 × 105, k21 = 9.1 × 107,
k31 = 0.01, k34 = 0.01 for the first trace (a), which has “off” times that are
too short. The second trace (b) has rates of k12 = 1.1 × 106, k23 = 1 × 105,
k21 = 9.1 × 107, k31 = 0.05, k34 = 0.01, which has “on” times that are too
short. The last trace has a better balance of “on” and “off” times, with rates
of k12 = 1.1 × 106, k23 = 5 × 104, k21 = 9.1 × 107, k31 = 0.05, k34 = 0.01 .

Once two of the three initial transition rates were determined, the third transi-

tion rate k21n can be calculated through the fluorescence quantum yield equation.

The equation can be rearranged to solve for k21n as follows

QY = k21

k21 + k21n + k23
→ k21n = k21

QY
− k21 − k23 (5.3)

Thus, the initial transition rate for k01n is 2.0 × 100.

Once the initial rates were selected, the simulation was run and the rates were

finessed to find the region with data most similar to experimental data. Some

of the data collected had fluorescence time traces that did not visually resemble

the experimental data (see Figure 5.4). However, other data sets looked similar

enough that it was difficult to determine how similar the experimental data was to

the simulated data. These visually similar traces were more accurately compared
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by processing them following the SMFS trace processing method as explained in

Chapter 4. This involved extracting the “on” and “off” times for the whole data set

of traces and then converting the probability distribution into the complementary

cumulative distribution function (CCDF), which is much easier to accurately fit

than the probability distribution. The CCDFs for the simulated data was fit to

lognormal, exponential and Weibull distributions, as seen in Figure 5.5, and the

fit parameters were extracted.

Figure 5.5: Testing. Testing the model included holding specific sets of variables
constant and then varying the others. In this case, kd,out was changed while the
other transition rates were held constant. The “on” times were unaffected by the
change (right), but the “off” times changed significantly (left).

Rigorous testing was carried out to determine the validity of the simulation as

well as the ways in which each parameter affects the time traces and the resulting

CCDFs. Each parameter was varied while the other parameters remained fixed.

For example, as the transition rate between the dark state and the irreversible

(photobleached) state (k3,out in Figure 5.5) increased, the CCDF of the “off”

times exhibited decays at earlier times, whereas the “on” times were not affected,
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as expected. Figure 5.5 also shows the dependence of the CCDF of the simulated

data on the parameters k23 and k31, respectively, illustrating their pronounced

effects on the “on” and “off” times distribution, respectively. These tests provide

a valuable aid in understanding trends in our experimental data.

5.4 Results and Discussion

The initial results from the simulation show that the “on” times for the simula-

tion are affected by the k23 rate and the “off” times are affected by both the k31

and the kd,out rates. It was also seen that when the rates were fixed, the data

fit an exponential distribution, as expected for fixed rate transitions[62]. Since

the experimental data are typically described by a more complicated distribution

such as Weibull or lognormal distribution, this indicates a distribution in rates[18].

For example, in the SMFS data, the Weibull function has been used to describe

the distribution of the “on” time durations due to the distributed probability of

radical ion pair ISC in perylenediimide single molecules in PMMA and to de-

scribe heterogeneous kinetics of catalysis[38, 43]. This Weibull-distributed process

is characterized by a time-dependent rate k(t) = (A/λ)(t/λ)A−1, where A and λ

are Weibull fit parameters.[64] (If A = 1, the time-independent rate k = 1/λ, char-

acteristic of the single-exponential distribution, is recovered.) Since the majority

of the data that were collected fit to a Weibull distribution, understanding the

effects of that distribution was the focus.

To investigate how such time-dependent rates manifest into the CCDF so that
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such rates can be successfully recovered from CCDF fits of the experimental data,

we performed Monte Carlo simulations as follows. The model was simplified down

to three states (1-3). Based on the model testing results, the transition rates k12,

k21, and k23 were fixed at 2.9 × 104 s−1, 7 × 107 s−1, and 222 s−1, respectively, to

provide data that was similar to experimental data and provide plenty of “on” and

“off” times for statistical analysis. The rate k21n was fixed using the fluorescence

quantum yield equation such that k21/(k21 + k21n + k23) = 0.82, resulting in k21n

approximately equal to 1.5 × 107 s−1. The Weibull rate k(t) was applied to the

k31 rate so that k31 = (A ∗ k31orig)(k31orig ∗ t)A−1, where k31orig is the original rate,

which was varied from 0.025 − 2 s−1, t is the time the molecule has spent in the

dark state, and A is the Weibull distribution parameter, which for our experiments

varied from 1.2-1.5.[18] From these rates the predicted average “on” time can be

calculated using τon = (k21 + k21n + k23)/(k23 ∗ k12), which is 13.15 seconds. The

predicted average “off” time is calculated using τoff = (1/k31orig) ∗ Γ(1 + 1/A),

where Γ is the Gamma function. For the range of k31orig used in our simulations

the predicted average “off” times range from 0.45 − 36.1 seconds for A = 1.5 and

1.4 − 40 for A = 1. Even at the high end, the sum of the predicted average “on”

times and “off” time is lower than the 100 seconds limit, which should result in a

sufficiently large data set to span the distribution.

Plots in Figure 5.6 show results from the simulated data for twelve sets of

100 time traces each for A = 1.5 and nine sets of 100 time traces for A = 1,

where each set had a different k31orig value. As expected, the Weibull distribution

produced the best fit, and the returned fit values were within error of the predicted
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values. In particular, when using the Weibull rate k(t) as a transition rate, the

returned A values are very close to the expected value, and the fit of the λ vs k31orig

values results in a linear relationship with a slope close to one. For example, when

kd1 = 0.3 and A was set to 1, the fits of the simulated data return A = 1.066±0.066,

which is within the error bars of the original value and λ = 0.30 ± 0.024, which

is exactly at the initial value. This was accurate for both values of A used in

simulations. However, the accuracy in the returned A values decreased as the k31orig

increased (Figure 5.6 right), which is likely due to the non-zero integration time

(100 ms) dictated by our experimental settings and thus used in the simulation.

When k31orig is large, the predicted “off” times become small, introducing rounding

errors due to integration time. This skews the distribution and reduces accuracy

in the fit values.

Figure 5.6: Indication that Our Model is Returning the Input Values. The plot in
(a) shows the plot of the A fit parameter with kd1,orig. Most of the data points are
within error bars of the actual value of A used in the simulation. (b) The plot of
the λ fit parameter with kd1,orig for both A = 1 and A = 1.5 data sets. Almost all
the data points fall exactly on the line of the actual λ values, and those that do
not, fall within error bars of the actual data.
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5.5 Conclusions

Using a Monte Carlo simulation to model functionalized Pn has provided insight

into the photophysics of these molecules. The four state model produces data

very similar to the experimental data we collected (see Chapter 4) using rates

that are close to the experimentally determined values, which indicates that this

model is an accurate description of the physical processes. The model indicates

that functionalized Pn goes through a two-step decay process, which involves an

intermediate dark state, where the molecule does not fluoresce, but is still able to

return to fluorescing. This agrees with the experimental data collected and with the

photodegradation processes studied in this thesis. The simulation also related the

Weibull distribution fits of SMFS data to time dependent transition rates. This is

indicative of a distribution in activation energy required for transitioning into and

out of the dark states. The simulation showed that the Weibull distribution rates

could be recovered from the data, which provides insight into functionality of the

fit parameters for experimental data. This simulation was successful in modeling

functionalized Pn and providing insight into the photophysics of the molecules.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

Classes of tunable, solution processable, small molecular weight organic semicon-

ductor materials are of interest for use in (opto)electronic devices. They have

potential for use in applications including OLEDs, photovoltaics, and thin-film

transistors. Molecules in the acene group, particularly functionalized derivatives,

have been a benchmark organic material for (opto)electronic applications. These

materials consist of a polyacene backbone with functional groups that affect solu-

bility, molecular packing and molecular interaction. Within this family, function-

alized Pn derivatives are of interest because of their high fluorescence and charge

carrier mobility. However, one of the hurdles in organic device development is

the low photostability of these materials. Understanding the environmental and

molecular properties that affect the stability is key for future (opto)electronic de-

vice development.

Functionalized Pn has two prominent photodegradation pathways: oxygen-

dependent endoperoxide formation and concentration dependent dimerization. For

a better understanding of the photostability of functionalized Pn and the degra-

dation pathways, the dependence of molecular structures, nanoscale morphology

and local environment were probed using optical absorption, photoluminescence

spectroscopy, single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (SMFS), nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and Monte Carlo simulation. The combination of
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these experimental and computational approaches investigated the affects of host

material, molecular structure, temperature, molecular concentration, excitation

wavelength and oxygen exposure had on the molecular photostability.

The effects of host material on photostability was seen in optical absorption,

photoluminescence spectroscopy and SMFS. In solution, the higher polarity of the

solvent encouraged higher decay. In film, the higher oxygen permeability had

a strong correlation with faster decay rates and less photostable samples. This

relationship held true with polymers PMMA, PS, and PVK, however it broke

down when using PVDF. Despite having comparable oxygen permeability rates

as PMMA, functionalized Pn in PVDF decayed roughly thirty times faster in

high concentration films and twice as fast in low concentration SM films. Just

as in solution, the higher polarity of PVDF encourages non-polar functionalized

Pn into small aggregates, which are more likely to experience dimerization and

EPO formation. The aggregation increases the probability that two molecules are

close enough and have the correct orientation to form a dimer and the increased

concentration speeds up the two step EPO formation process as the reactive oxygen

have to diffuse a shorter distance before finding a molecule to bond with.

Although higher concentrations in SMFS increases the photodecay rate of func-

tionalized Pn, the opposite effect was seen in solution and in higher concentration

thin films. As the concentration increased for both sample types, the lifetimes

of functionalized Pn increase with the increase of concentration. For the thin-

film samples, the fluorescence actually increased before beginning to decay. The

spacing at which this was occurring was close enough that the functionalized Pn
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could interact with neighboring molecules which caused a fluorescence quenching.

For example, at low intermolecular spacing, excimer formation and singlet fission

become competitive pathways, which are non fluorescent. As photodegradation

progressed through the sample, the number of molecules interacting with their

nearest neighbor decreased, which caused an initial increase in fluorescence before

the expected decrease.

The photostability was also dependent on the molecular structure, with larger

side groups (NoDIPS and TCHS) providing better protection against photodegra-

dation than smaller side groups like TIPS. The larger side groups provide a morpho-

logical barrier for both dimerization and EPO formation. This works in conjunction

with the addition of fluorine to the outer aromatic rings of the Pn backbone. The

fluorination changes the electron distribution of the π-bonds because they are so

electronegative. This decreases the electron distribution at the bonding sites for

both EPO formation and dimerization, which decreases the rate at which those

reactions occur. This was supported by longer lifetimes for fluorinated derivatives

in both SMFS and in solution.

The addition of acceptor molecules also decreased photostability. This changed

the morphology of the sample which changed the orientation of functionalized

Pn in the sample. Changes in orientation of the molecule change how well the

host polymer and side groups can protect the molecule from EPO formation. In

this case, the addition of acceptor molecules reduced the effectiveness of both

interactions and the observed on-time was decreased.

In summary, the photostability of functionalized Pn is heavily dependent on
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the environmental factors. Polar hosts with low oxygen permeability are more

protective of functionalized Pn. Photodegradation is also mitigated by larger side

groups and fluorination. Functionalized pentacene is also more stable at either

very low concentrations or very high concentrations, but has the fastest degradation

rates in samples where the concentration is high enough for easy product formation,

but not high enough for Pn-Pn interactions, like singlet fission or exciton formation,

which compete with the product formation processes.

Based on the characteristics of the photodegradation of functionalized Pn, EPO

formation is the prevailing pathway for photodegradation. There is indication that

a small population of dimers form based on the small decay of Pn-TCHS-F8 in

PMMA in vacuum from Chapter 2 and the presence of a small NMR signal iden-

tified as dimer. However, the characteristics of decay and recover as seen in both

SMFS experiments and in PL of films, indicates that the predominant degradation

pathway is the two step EPO formation. This degradation process requires an

intermediate “dark” state in which the optical fluorescence and absorption is in-

active. However, this state is not permanent and the molecules can spontaneously

recover back into an optically active state. The more permanent state of EPO

formation can only be reversed through the addition of heat.

Computational efforts using the Monte Carlo method has modeled this process

and has provided insight into the relationship between these states and the exper-

imentally collected data. The model enables better understanding of relationships

between the transition rates and the fit parameters obtained from the experimental

CCDFs. In all samples studied, the blinking statistics observed could be described
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in the framework of models relying on Weibull or lognormal distribution functions

which correlate to distributed (rather than constant) transition rates.

The results of this study suggest that while there are many competing pho-

todegradation pathways in functionalized Pn, the most prominent pathway is EPO

formation. There are environmental and molecular design choices that can miti-

gate the effectiveness of oxygen and aid in the photostability of functionalized Pn.

These findings inform us of the molecular design considerations and environmental

conditions needed to prevent degradation of organic materials for the use in future

(opto)electronic devices.
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Appendix A: Photoluminescence Spectroscopy Processing Program

In order to make it easier to check photoluminescence spectroscopy data as it is

being taken, I wrote a small piece of software in Python that includes a graph-

ical user interface (gui) to make it easy for non-programmers to use. The code

was broken up into five files (“gui-build.py”, “gui-plot.py”, “IntegrateAllGUI.py”,

“plotInfo.py”, and “processGUI.py”), but only the main file, “gui-build.py” is run

from the command line using either

1 >> python gui -build.py

or

1 >> python3 gui -build.py

This opens the user interface that is seen in Figure A.1, and then interprets

the user interactions and turns them into executable commands, which are run by

this or the other four files. The flow of this program is explained below.

When the program first opens, the user is presented with the window in Figure

A.1. The first thing the user needs to do is select the folder, or working directory,

that contains the data that the user wants to process (Figure A.1 a). Once this is

done, the full filename path is printed to the right of the select folder button (see

fig A.2 (a)) and the folder is scanned for processed files. For a file to be consid-

ered processed, there must be two “.npy” (numpy) files in the working directory
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Figure A.1: Graphical User Interface: This is the user interface for the photolu-
minescence spectroscopy processing program. The folder containing the data to
process can be selected using the “Select Folder” button (a). Then the “Process”
button (b) is used to do the processing of the data. The preprocessed data in
that folder is listed in the “Processed Files” box (c). Any of these files can be
previewed on the plot (d) by pressing the “Preview” button. Integration setting
can be changed using the settings underneath the file list (e). Once the user is
ready, the data can be integrated using the “Integrate Data” button.

that contain its name: “filename_pros.npy” and “filename_time.npy”. The list of

already processed files is updated in the Processed Files box (Figure A.1(c)).

If the files have not been processed or there are new files that need to be

processed in the folder, the button “Process” in the “Preprocess Data” section

should be pressed to process the files (Figure A.1(b)). This takes the raw files

from the spectrometer and converts it into the form of “filename_pros.npy” and

“filename_time.npy”. It does this by first finding complete file sets, which includes
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two files titled “filename_sig.txt” and “filename_sig_dark.txt”, which is the full

run of data and a reference dark spectra. It reads these files into python and

formats it into two numpy arrays, one that contains a column of wavelength values

followed by the consecutive spectra. The dark reference spectrum is subtracted

from each of the spectra in the data array and then the data array is saved as

“filename_pros.npy”.

Figure A.2: Graphical User Interface in use: This is the user interface for the
photoluminescence spectroscopy processing program while in use. (a) The path for
the current working directory is displayed at the top. (b) The preprocessed data in
that folder is listed in the “Processed Files” box, and currently file three is selected
to preview. (c) The preview plot of file 3, which is the plot of the 10th and 20th
spectra. (d) The vertial lines indicating the current lower bound and upper bound
values entered in the respective boxes. (e) The integration settings, including the
selected boundary values, that can be set before the data is integrated.

The time values, which is a row that runs across the top of the original
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data is extracted and turned into it’s own numpy array and then saved as “file-

name_time.npy”. This process is done for all the files in the directory that do not

already have “filename_pros.npy” and “filename_time.npy” files. The processed

files list is then updated. Any files that don’t have a corresponding dark reference

spectra cannot be processed.

Once the pre-processing is done, the data can now be viewed and integrated.

Any file listed in the Processed Files box can be selected and then the 10th and

20th spectrum can be viewed in the plotting window by clicking the “Preview”

button. This allows the user to check that the data looks correct and it also allows

the user to check the integration bounds. The default bounds of integration are

615 nm and 732 nm, but the bounds can be changed by entering the values in

the “Lower Bounds” and “Upper Bounds” boxes. Once those contain values, the

values will be displayed as vertical lines on the plot by using the “Check Bounds”

button (see fig A.2 to see an example plot). Once the desired bounds are set, the

data can be integrated using the “Integrate Data” button.

This is done by adding the values of the spectrum between the two wavelength

values. This is done for all the spectra and then integrated values are saved with

their corresponding values as “filenameInt<lower bound value>to<upper bound

value>.npy” (example “TestInt615to732.npy”). If the laser was shuttered during

the experiment to allow for recovery, the dark time will be removed if the “Remove

Space” checkbox is checked.

If desired, all the files in the directory can be integrated all at the same time

with the same parameters by selecting the “Integrate All” checkbox. Plots of the in-
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tegrated data can also be created and the plots saved as “filenameInt<lower bound

value>to<upper bound value>.png”, if the checkbox “Make and Save Plots” is

checked (see Figure A.3) for an example plot. The plot title for both the display

plot and the saved plot can be changed by entering the desired title in the “Plot

Title” box. Once integration is complete the data is in a state to be used anyway

that is needed.

Figure A.3: Example of a plot produced by the Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Processing Program. This was a spot of Pn-TCHS-F8 in PVDF that was integrated
from 569 to 642 nm.
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Appendix B: Single Molecule Video Processing Program

This code processes the Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy video data. It

starts by creating a composite image of all the frames added together and uses

that to remove the background, find the distribution of pixel values and determine

the threshold as either three times the standard deviation above the mean or the

location of a jump in distribution. The threshold is then applied to the composite

image and the image array is set to either a zero, if below the threshold, or a

one, if above. A clustering process is used on the resulting array to group the

pixels into fluorophores, with the limit that clusters are not larger than 5 pixels

in any direction. A mask is created for each fluorophore and used to create the

fluorescence time traces by applying the mask to every frame in the video.

The resulting time traces are displayed to the user, who sorts them. The sorted

molecules are either fit to a single exponential or change-point detection is used

to determine the step locations and heights. The exponential data and the step

locations and heights is returned to the user.

1 # -*- coding : utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Thu Aug 1 18:31:58 2019

4

5 @author : Hypatia

6 """
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7 import numpy as np

8 import matplotlib . pyplot as plt

9 import pandas as pd

10 import ruptures as rpt

11 from scipy import ndimage

12 from scipy.stats import mode

13 from sklearn . cluster import MeanShift

14 from sklearn . datasets . samples_generator import make_blobs

15 from mpl_toolkits . mplot3d import Axes3D

16 from scipy import ndimage , stats , optimize

17

18

19 histbins = 38

20 totMat_orig = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

21 Inten = np.zeros ((2 ,600))

22 Bkgnd = np.zeros ((2 ,600))

23 x = np.zeros ((2, histbins +1))

24 fl_name = r’C:\ Users\nquis\ Documents \ OregonState \ Research \Semi -SM\

PMMA TIPS run - selected \ slide1spot2x10 .asc ’

25 fl_dark = r’C:\ Users\ Hypatia \ Documents \ OregonState \ Research \Semi -

SM\TCHS in PVDF\ PnTCHSF8 in PVDF July 2019\ bkgrd2 .asc ’

26 fl_name2 = r’C:\ Users\nquis\ Documents \ OregonState \ Research \Semi -SM

\PMMA TIPS run\ slide1spot12x20 .asc ’

27

28 class SMprocessing :

29 vid_length = 600

30
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31 def __init__ (self , flnm , length ):

32 self.fp = flnm

33 self.bkgd = np.zeros ((5, length ))

34 self. numTraces = 0

35 self. composite = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

36 self. vid_length = 1* length

37 self.int = 0

38 self. cutoff = 0

39

40 def run_full (self):

41 print(’starting ’)

42 self. CompositeImg ()

43 print(’Composite Image complete ’)

44 self. Threshhold ()

45 print(’Threshholding complete ’)

46 self. Traces ()

47

48 def __repr__ (self):

49 return ’class ’

50

51 # The following three functions (gaussian , moments , fitgaussian )

were found

52 # online and were edited to fit the the function of this class .

53 def gaussian (self , height , center_x , center_y , width_x ,

width_y ):

54 """ Returns a gaussian function with the given parameters

"""
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55 width_x = float( width_x )

56 width_y = float( width_y )

57 return lambda x,y: height *np.exp(

58 -((( center_x -x)/ width_x ) **2+(( center_y -y)/

width_y )**2) /2)

59

60

61 def moments (self , frame):

62 """ Returns (height , x, y, width_x , width_y )

63 the gaussian parameters of a 2D distribution by

calculating its

64 moments """

65 total = frame.sum ()

66 X, Y = np. indices (frame.shape)

67 x = (X*frame).sum ()/total

68 y = (Y*frame).sum ()/total

69 col = frame [:, int(y)]

70 width_x = np.sqrt(np.abs ((np. arange (col.size)-y)**2* col).

sum ()/col.sum ())

71 row = frame[int(x), :]

72 width_y = np.sqrt(np.abs ((np. arange (row.size)-x)**2* row).

sum ()/row.sum ())

73 height = frame.max ()

74 return height , x, y, width_x , width_y

75

76 def fitgaussian (self , frame , frame_num ):

77 """ Returns (height , x, y, width_x , width_y )
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78 the gaussian parameters of a 2D distribution found by a

fit """

79 params = self. moments (frame)

80 errorfunction = lambda p: np.ravel(self. gaussian (*p)(*np.

indices (frame.shape)) -

81 frame)

82 p, success = optimize . leastsq ( errorfunction , params )

83 self.bkgd [:, frame_num ] = p

84 return p

85

86 def Bkg_correction (self , frame , frame_num ):

87 a = self. fitgaussian (frame , frame_num )

88 Xin , Yin = np.mgrid [0: len(frame [: ,0]) , 0: len(frame [0 ,:])]

89 pt = self. gaussian (self.bkgd [:, frame_num ][0] , self.bkgd [:,

frame_num ][1] ,self.bkgd [:, frame_num ][2] , self.bkgd [:, frame_num

][3] , self.bkgd [:, frame_num ][4])

90 mat = frame -pt(Xin , Yin)

91 frame_num += 1

92 return mat

93

94 def CompositeImg (self):

95 backgnd = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

96 mdn = np.zeros ((1, self. vid_length ))

97 f = open(self.fp , ’r’)

98 totMat = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

99 totMat_tmp = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

100 for j in range(self. vid_length ):
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101 i = 1

102 while i % 513 !=0:

103 data = f. readline ()

104 data = data.split(’,’) [1:513]

105 totMat_tmp [i -1 ,:] = np.array(list(map(int , data)))

106 i+=1

107 if j%50 == 0:

108 print(" {0:.2%} ". format (j/600))

109 self.bkgd [:,j] = [0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0]

110 val = self. Bkg_correction (totMat_tmp ,j)

111 totMat += val#( totMat_tmp - val)

112 mdn [0,j] = np. median ( totMat_tmp )

113 plt. imshow (totMat , cmap=’gray ’)

114 plt.show ()

115 f.close ()

116

117 self. totMat = totMat

118

119 def Threshhold (self , multi = 3, jump =5):

120 totMat2 = 0 *self. totMat

121 hist = np. histogram (self.totMat , histbins )

122 flat_array = np. ndarray . flatten (self. totMat )

123 sts = [np.mean( flat_array ), np. median ( flat_array ), mode(

flat_array )[0][0] , np.std( flat_array )]

124 vstd = sts [2]+ multi*sts [3]

125 i = 4

126 while self. cutoff == 0 and i < 50:
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127 old = np.mean(hist [0][ -(i -1) :])

128 new = np.mean(hist [0][ -i:])

129 if (new - old > multi*old) or new > jump:

130 idx = 1*( histbins -i)+1

131 self. cutoff = 1* hist [1][ idx]

132 i+=1

133 totMat2 [np.where(self. totMat [:,:]> self. cutoff )] = 1

134 self.hist = hist

135 self.stats = sts

136 self.pts , self.n_clusters , self.labels , self.masks =

SMprocessing . Clustering ( totMat2 )

137

138 def Clustering (Mat):

139 pts2 = np.where(Mat ==1)

140 pts = np. asarray (pts2).T

141

142 ms = MeanShift ( bandwidth = 5)

143 ms.fit(pts)

144 labels = ms. labels_

145 cluster_centers = ms. cluster_centers_

146

147 labels_unique = np. unique ( labels )

148 n_clusters_ = len( labels_unique )

149 print( n_clusters_ )

150 msk_idex = []

151 for m in range( n_clusters_ ):

152 msk = np.zeros ((512 ,512))
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153 msk = np.where(msk ==0, False , True)

154 tmp_idex = pts[np.where( labels == labels_unique [m]) [0]]

155 for p in range(len( tmp_idex )):

156 msk[ tmp_idex [p][0] , tmp_idex [p][1]] = True

157 msk_idex . append (msk)

158

159 return pts , n_clusters_ , labels , msk_idex

160

161 def Traces (self):

162 backgnd = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

163 Xin , Yin = np.mgrid [0:512 , 0:512]

164 ave = np.zeros ((1, self. vid_length ))

165 trcs = np.zeros (( len(self.masks)+1, self. vid_length ))

166 f = open(self.fp , ’r’)

167 totMat_tmp = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

168 j = 0

169 for j in range(self. vid_length ):

170 i = 1

171 while i % 513 !=0:

172 data = f. readline ()

173 data = data.split(’,’) [1:513]

174 totMat_tmp [i -1 ,:] = np.array(list(map(int , data)))

175 i+=1

176 ave [0,j] = np. median ( totMat_tmp )

177 pt = self. gaussian (self.bkgd [:,j][0] , self.bkgd [:,j

][1] ,self.bkgd [:,j][2] , self.bkgd [:,j][3] , self.bkgd [:,j][4])

178 backgnd = 1*pt(Xin , Yin)
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179 for q in range(len(self.masks)):

180 trcs[q,j] = sum( totMat_tmp [self.masks[q]]- backgnd [

self.masks[q]])

181 f.close ()

182 self. traces = trcs

183 self.aveI = ave

184 self. traces = self. ChooseTraces ()

185

186 def ChooseTraces (self):

187 time = np. arange (0 ,600 ,1) /6

188 trces = []

189 info = np.array ([’Trace Number ’, ’Trace Type ’, ’Max Count ’

, ’Min Count ’, ’Transistion Times ’, ’Off Levels ’, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’

, ’R2’, ’On Times ’])

190 num = 1

191 for k in range(len(self. traces )):

192 blank = [’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’, ’ ’,

’ ’, ’ ’]

193 plt.plot(time , self. traces [k ,:])

194 plt.show ()

195 val = input(’Is this an Single Molecule (1) , Decay (2)

, Decay with Steps (3) , or Noise (4)?’)

196 if val in [’1’, ’2’, ’3’]:

197 trce = 1* self. traces [k ,:]

198 trces. append (trce)

199 blank [0] = str(num)

200 blank [2] = max(trce)
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201 blank [3] = min(trce)

202 if val == ’1’:

203 blank [1] = ’SM’

204 num += 1

205 steps = int(input(’How many steps?’).strip ())

206 blank [4:6] = SMprocessing . chng_pnt (trce , steps

)

207 blank [10] = SMprocessing . OnOffTimes (blank [4],

blank [5])

208 elif val == ’2’:

209 trce[trce <0] = 0

210 blank [1] = ’Decay ’

211 num += 1

212 blank [6:10] = SMprocessing . Expo_fit (trce)

213 elif val == ’3’:

214 trce[trce <0] = 0.001

215 blank [1] = ’Decay with Steps ’

216 num += 1

217 blank [6:10] = SMprocessing . Expo_fit (trce)

218 steps = int(input(’How many steps?’).strip ())

219 blank [4:6] = SMprocessing . chng_pnt (trce , steps

)

220 blank [10] = SMprocessing . OnOffTimes (blank [4],

blank [5])

221 info = np. vstack ([info , blank ])

222

223 self.info = info
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224 return trces

225

226 def r_sqr(x, y, yfit):

227 ave = sum(y)/len(y)

228 top = sum ((yfit -ave)**2)

229 bottom = sum ((y-ave)**2)

230 rval = top/ bottom

231 return rval

232

233 def Expo_fit (trace):

234 time = np. arange (0, 600, 1)/6

235 mn = min(trace)

236 mx = max(trace)

237 d, e = optimize . curve_fit ( lambda t,a,b,c: a*np.exp(b*t)+c,

time , trace , p0=(mx , -1, mn))

238 rsqr = SMprocessing .r_sqr(time , trace , d[0]* np.exp(d[1]*

time)+d[2])

239 return list(map(str , [d[0], d[1], d[2], rsqr ]))

240

241 def chng_pnt (trace , pts):

242 def heights (trace , points ):

243 points .sort ()

244 ave_heights = []

245 for i in range(len( points ) -1):

246 avH = sum(trace[ points [i]: points [i +1]+1]) /len(

trace[ points [i]: points [i +1]+1])

247 ave_heights . append (avH)
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248 str_heights = " ".join ([ str(x) for x in ave_heights ])

249 return str_heights

250 algo = rpt. Binseg (model="l2").fit(trace)

251 result = algo. predict ( n_bkps =pts)

252 plt. figure ()

253 plt.plot(trace)

254 for i in range(len( result )):

255 plt. vlines ( result [i], 0, max(trace))

256 plt.show ()

257 good = input(’Is this accurate result (yes (1)/no (2))?’)

258 if good in ["2"]:

259 select = input(’Do you want to rerun (1) or select

points (2)?’)

260 if select == ’1’:

261 steps2 = int(input(’How many steps?’).strip ())

262 vals = SMprocessing . chng_pnt (trace , steps2 )

263 return vals

264 elif select == ’2’:

265 list_steps = input(’Which steps do you want to

keep?’).strip ().split ()

266 list_steps = list(map(int , list_steps ))

267 keep_steps = [0]

268 for i in range(len( list_steps )):

269 try:

270 step = result [ list_steps [i]-1]

271 keep_steps . append (step)

272 except :
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273 print(" Something went wrong")

274 hts = heights (trace , keep_steps )

275 result = 1* keep_steps

276 else:

277 result = [0]+ result

278 hts = heights (trace , result )

279 result = [x/6 for x in result ]

280 results_str = " ".join ([ str(x) for x in result ])

281 return list(map(str , [ results_str , hts ]))

282

283 def Color_spots (self):

284 plt. figure ()

285 mat = 0* self. totMat

286 for i in range(len(self. labels )):

287 mat[self.pts[i][0] , self.pts[i][1]] = self. labels [i]+1

288

289 plt. imshow (mat , cmap=’rainbow ’)

290

291 def Play_video (self):

292 f = open(self.fp , ’r’)

293 totMat_tmp = np.zeros ((512 ,512))

294

295 fig = plt. figure ()

296 viewer = fig. add_subplot (111)

297 plt.ion () # Turns interactive mode on ( probably

unnecessary )

298 fig.show ()
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299

300 for j in range(self. vid_length ):

301 i = 1

302 while i % 513 !=0:

303 data = f. readline ()

304 data = data.split(’,’) [1:513]

305 totMat_tmp [i -1 ,:] = np.array(list(map(int , data)))

306 i+=1

307 val = self. Bkg_correction ( totMat_tmp [100:380 ,40:300] , j

)

308 viewer .clear () # Clears the previous image

309 viewer . imshow (val , cmap=’gray ’) # Loads the new image

310 plt.pause (.01) # Delay in seconds

311 fig. canvas .draw () # Draws the image to the screen

312

313

314 def OnOffTimes (times , levels ):

315 Times = times.split(’ ’)

316 Levels = levels .split(’ ’)

317 Times = list(map(float , Times))

318 Levels = list(map(float , Levels ))

319 lvl_sorted = 1* Levels

320 lvl_sorted .sort ()

321

322 if Levels == lvl_sorted [:: -1]:

323 ln = len(Times) -1

324 ons = Times [1: ln]
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325 else:

326 print(’Do by hand ’)

327 ons = []

328

329 ons = [x/6 for x in ons]

330 ons = list(map(str , ons))

331 ons = ’ ’.join(ons)

332 return ons

333

334 # %%

335 Try1 = SMprocessing (fl_name , 600)#, bkgd = fl_dark )

336 Try1. traces = SMprocessing . ChooseTraces (Try1. traces )

337 w = Try1. totMat

338

339 plt. figure (1)

340 plt. imshow (Try1.totMat , cmap=’gray ’)

341

342 plt. figure (3)

343 plt.plot(Try1.hist [1][:38] , Try1.hist [0])

344 plt. axvline (x=Try1.stats [2])

345 plt. axvline (x=( Try1.stats [2]+6* Try1.stats [3]))

346

347 plt.show ()

348

349 # %%

350 import numpy as np

351 import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
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352

353

354 def Construct_Trace (OnTimes , Levels ):

355 ons = OnTimes [:]+" "

356 lvls = Levels [:]+" "

357 Times = []

358 Lvls = []

359 while " " in ons:

360 Times. append (int(ons [: ons.index(" ")]))

361 ons = ons[ons.index(" ")+1:]

362 while " " in lvls:

363 Lvls. append (float(lvls [: lvls.index(" ")]))

364 lvls = lvls[lvls.index(" ")+1:]

365 Lvls. append (0)

366 print(Times , Lvls)

367 plt. figure ()

368 for i in range(len(Lvls) -1):

369 plt. hlines (Lvls[i], Times[i], Times[i+1], colors =[’k’])

370 plt. vlines (Times[i+1], Lvls[i], Lvls[i+1], colors =[’k’])

371 plt.show ()

372 return (np.array(Lvls [: -1]) , np.array(Times))

373

374 def Calc_ns (Levls , times):

375 lvls = Levls - Levls [-1]

376 ns = []

377 for i in range(len(lvls) -1):

378 val = lvls[i] - lvls[i+1]
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379 ns. append (val*times[i+1])

380 return (np.array(ns))
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Appendix C: Monte Carlo Simulation Program

I used the workload managing system Slurm to run the Python code on all the

computers in the Physics Department computer lab (Weniger 412) in parallel on

nights and weekends when the lab was not in use. The following Bash script (called

bigrun.sh) submitted 100, or any number, jobs to the queue.

1 #!/ bin/bash

2

3 for i in {1..100}

4 do

5 sbatch --nice "/home/ quistn / Documents /"‘

6 ‘" Research / MonteCarlo /BRun2.sh" $i

7 done

This next Bash script (called BRun2.sh) included all the parameters for a given

job and called the Python script to run.

1 #!/ bin/bash

2

3 # SBATCH --workdir = FreshData / Weibull /DiffT/A1/k3103

4 # SBATCH --output =slurm -%j.out

5 # SBATCH --error=slurm -%j.err

6 # SBATCH --mail -type=end

7 # SBATCH --mail -user= quistn@oregonstate .edu

8
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9 python "/home/ quistn / Documents / Research / MonteCarlo "‘

10 ‘"/ SMMonteCarlofromPaper12 .py" $1 > output$1 .txt

This last file contained the Python code to simulate one fluorophore and return

four files: NTimeTrace#.txt, which contained the time trace; NData#.txt, which

contained the integrated Ntotal; OnTimes#.txt, which contained a list of the On

times for that trace; and OffTimes#.txt, which contained the Off times for that

trace;

1 from __future__ import division

2 import math

3 import random

4 import numpy as np

5 import matplotlib . pyplot as plt

6 import csv

7 from os import path

8 import sys

9

10 print(" SMMonteCarlofromPaper12 .py and weibul distribution on k31

with A val of 1.5 # no exponetial but weibull rate on bottom

and Crates (more accurate ).")

11 #and both exponetial "

12

13 ## Export File Properties ##

14 num = sys.argv [1]

15 folder = " QYfour /Expo"

16 basic = " Documents / Research / MonteCarlo "

17 file1 = " NTimeTrace " + num + ".txt"
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18 file2 = "NData" + num + ".txt"

19 file3 = " OnTimes " + num + ".txt"

20 file4 = " OffTimes " + num + ".txt"

21 file5 = " PBOnTimes " + num + ".txt"

22 Ttrace = file1 #path.join(basic , folder , file1)

23 Data = file2 #path.join(basic , folder , file2)

24 Ons = file3 #path.join(basic , folder , file3)

25 Offs = file4 #path.join(basic , folder , file4)

26 PBons = file5 #path.join(basic , folder , file5)

27

28

29 ## Constants ##

30 k12 = 2.924 e4 #s^-1

31 # alternative value used 1.1 e4

32 k21 = 7e7 #s^-1

33 # alternative values used 9.1 e8 and 1.00855 e7

34 k23s = 222 #s^-1

35 # alternative values used 15, (1/20.8574) , (0.5e -7)*k21 ,

(1/164) *k21 , 5e7 , 1e6 , and (0.18/0.82) *k21

36 k21n = ((18/82) *k21)-k23s #s^-1

37 # alternative values used 0.218* k21 and 35* k23

38 k31 = 0.3 #s^-1

39 # alternative value used 0.025

40 k3o = 0 #s^-1

41 # alternative value used 1e-1

42 G = 1

43 R = 1
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44 T = 300 # kelvin

45 gam = 0

46 # alternative value used 3

47 x = random . random ()

48 dt = 1e-9 #s

49 tfinal = 98.5 #s

50 # alternative value used 50, 98.5 , and 30

51 t = 0 #s

52 state = 1

53 count = 0

54 rad = 0

55 intVal = 0.1 #s

56 NumTraces = 1

57 out = np.zeros (( NumTraces , 4))

58 k23 = 1.1861* k23s *(( k23s*t) **0.1861)

59 quant = k21 /( k21+k21n+k23) #0.8

60 triplen = 10

61 quant2 = k21n /( k21n+k23)

62 xtrans = 0

63

64 print(" SMMonteCarloforPaper10 .py")

65 print("k12 = ", k12 , " k23s = ", k23s , " k21 = ", k21 , " k21n = ",

k21n , " k31 = ", k31 , " k3o = ", k3o , " quant = ", quant , "

gamma = ", gam)

66

67 ## Photon Time Calculation ##

68 c = 3.0 e8 #m/s
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69 wavelength = 633e-9 #m

70 radius = 50e-6 #m

71 power = 850e-6 #J/s

72 h = 6.63e -34 #Js

73 molecarea = 2.303*(22200) *(6.02214 e23) #m^2 #This is Pentacene

74 # photontime = (h*c/( power* wavelength ))*

75 # ((np.pi* radius **2)/ molecarea )

76 photontime = 3.42e-5 #s

77 numbofp = int( intVal / photontime )

78 #print ( wavelength *power *10** -20) /(h*c*np.pi* radius **2)

79

80 time = np. arange (0, tfinal + 2*dt , intVal )

81 tof = np.zeros (( len(time), 2))

82 #print len(tof)

83 #print len(t)

84

85 kij = math.exp(-G/(R*T))*math.exp(-gam*x)

86

87 def transition2 (t, rad , dart):

88 x = random .gauss (0 ,0.5)

89 xtrans = 1*x

90 k23 = k23s #1.5* k23s *(( k23s*t) **0.5)

91 k21n = ((18/82) *k21)-k23

92 P21 = (k21+k23+k21n)*dt

93 randnum2 = random . random ()

94 P23 = k23*dt*( math.exp(-gam* xtrans ))

95 quant = k21 /( k21+k21n+k23)
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96 quant2 = k21n /( k21n+k23)

97 randnumQ = random . random ()

98 randnumQ2 = random . random ()

99 if P21 > randnum2 :

100 if quant > randnumQ :

101 state = 1

102 t+=dt

103 rad += 1

104 elif quant2 > randnumQ2 :

105 state = 1

106 t+= triplen *dt

107 else:

108 state = 3

109 print( 3, t)

110 dart = 1*t

111 t+=dt

112 else:

113 state = 2

114 t += dt

115 #print "trans 2", state

116 return (t, rad , state , xtrans , dart)

117

118 def transition3 (t, count , xtrans , dart):

119 #if count > 100:

120 #count = 0

121 x = random .gauss (0, 0.5)

122 k31p = 1* k31 *(( k31 *(t-dart))**0)
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123 #or k31*math.exp(-gam* xtrans )

124 #or math.exp(-G/(R*T))*math.exp(-gam*x)

125 P3 = (k31p + k3o)*dt

126 P31 = k31p /( k31p+k3o)

127 P3o = k3o*dt#*math.exp(-gam*x)

128 randnum3 = random . random ()

129 randnum3o = random . random ()

130 randnum31 = random . random ()

131 #or 300* P31* random . random ()

132 #print t, "state 3", randnum31 , P31

133 if P3 > randnum3 :

134 if P31 > randnum31 :

135 state = 1

136 t+= dt

137 else: # P3o > randnum3o :

138 state = 4

139 t+= dt

140 else:

141 state = 3

142 t+= dt

143 ’’’else:

144 state = 3

145 t+= photontime

146 count +=1 ’’’

147

148 #print "trans 3", state , t

149 return (t, state , count)
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150

151 def TimeTrace (state , t, rad , count , dart):

152 #This finds the value from the time average

153 for i in range (0, len(time)):

154 while t < (i+1)* intVal :

155 if state == 1:

156 P = k12*dt

157 randnum = random . random ()

158 if P > randnum :

159 state = 2

160 t+=dt

161 else:

162 state = 1

163 t+=dt

164 elif state == 2:

165 (t, rad , state , xtrans , dart) = transition2 (t, rad

, dart)

166 elif state == 4:

167 state = 4

168 t = (i+1)* intVal

169 else:

170 (t, state , count) = transition3 (t, count , xtrans ,

dart)

171 #print state , i, rad

172 if rad > 0:

173 tof[i, 1] = rad

174 tof[i, 0] = i* intVal
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175 rad = 0

176 else:

177 tof[i, 1] = 0

178 tof[i, 0] = i* intVal

179

180 print( "loop")

181 return tof

182

183

184 ontimes = np.empty ((0 ,1))

185 offtimes = np.empty ((0 ,1))

186 pbontimes = np.empty ((0 ,1))

187 data = np.empty ((0 ,2))

188 Ptotal = 0

189 totaltrans = 0

190 numtrans = 0

191 oldtrans = 0

192 for j in range (0, NumTraces ):

193 print( "j is", j)

194 st = 1

195 t = 0

196 rad = 0

197 count = 0

198 dart = 0

199 tof = TimeTrace (st , t, rad , count , dart)

200 offs = np.empty ((0 ,1))

201 trans = 0
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202

203 Threshold = (max(tof [: ,1]))/2

204 print( Threshold )

205 for n in range (1, len(tof)):

206 if tof[n ,1] < Threshold :

207 offs = np. append (offs , np.array ([[ tof[n ,1]]]) , axis =

0)

208

209 if not offs.size or np. count_nonzero (offs) == 0:

210 mn = Threshold

211 std = 0

212 else:

213 mn = np.mean(offs)

214 std = np.std(offs)

215 Threshold = mn + 3* std

216 print( Threshold )

217

218 for n in range (1, len(tof)):

219 if (tof[n, 1] < Threshold and tof[n-1, 1] >= Threshold ):

220 trans += 1

221 elif (tof[n, 1] >= Threshold and tof[n-1, 1] < Threshold ):

222 trans += 1

223

224 #print tof

225 numtrans = 0

226 lasttime = 0

227 if trans > 1:
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228 for i in range (1, len(tof)):

229 if (tof[i, 1] < Threshold

230 and tof[i-1, 1] >= Threshold ):

231 #print "on"

232 ontimes = np. append (ontimes , np.array ([[( intVal *(i

- lasttime ))]]) , axis = 0)

233 lasttime = 1*i

234 elif (tof[i, 1] >= Threshold

235 and tof[i-1, 1] < Threshold ):

236 #print "off"

237 offtimes = np. append (offtimes , np.array ([[( intVal

*(i- lasttime ))]]) , axis = 0)

238 lasttime = 1*i

239 ’’’if i == len(tof) -1:

240 lasttime = 0 ’’’

241 if trans == 1 and tof [0, 1] > Threshold :

242 for i in range (1, len(tof)):

243 if (tof[i, 1] < Threshold and tof[i-1, 1] >= Threshold

):

244 pbontimes = np. append (pbontimes , np.array ([[(

intVal *(i- lasttime ))]]) , axis = 0)

245

246 numb = int(num)

247 if numb < 11:

248 with open(Ttrace , "w") as output :

249 writer =csv. writer (output , lineterminator =’\n’)

250 writer . writerows (tof)
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251 totaltrans = len( ontimes ) + len( offtimes )

252 numtrans = totaltrans - oldtrans

253 oldtrans = 1* totaltrans

254 Ptotal = sum(tof [: ,1])

255 PBQY = quant/ Ptotal

256

257 data = np. append (data , np.array ([[ numtrans , Ptotal ]]) ,

258 axis = 0)

259 print j, data , offtimes

260 print("For data ", j, " the number of photons is ", Ptotal , "

and the PBQY is ", PBQY)

261 #print ontime , offtime , ontime +offtime , tfinal

262

263

264 with open(Data , "w") as output :

265 writer = csv. writer (output , lineterminator =’\n’)

266 writer . writerows (data)

267

268 with open(Ons , "w") as output :

269 writer = csv. writer (output , lineterminator =’\n’)

270 writer . writerows ( ontimes )

271

272 with open(Offs , "w") as output :

273 writer = csv. writer (output , lineterminator =’\n’)

274 writer . writerows ( offtimes )

275

276 with open(PBons , "w") as output :
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277 writer = csv. writer (output , lineterminator =’\n’)

278 writer . writerows ( pbontimes )

279

280 print " success !"
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